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Abstract
Roque Cordero (1917-2008) is the most recognized and accomplished composer of
Panama. Even though his music is not yet well known on the concert classical stage, he has
contributed to Latin American repertoire with his vast catalog of music. Richness is created
by the mixture of twelve-tone technique combined with Panamanian musical folk elements
and other Latin-American rhythms.
The objective of this monograph is to better understand the Sonata for Cello and
Piano and the Soliloquio No. 6 for cello solo, particularly to describe and analyze its
structure, and to look for traces of Panamanian folk music. The intent is that the analysis
can be used as a guide to learn about the Panamanian composer Roque Cordero; to have a
better understanding on how Panamanian elements have been used in dodecaphonic pieces,
and to provide an overview to cellists about how his music is organized and help them
decide how they would like to interpret these pieces.
This thesis is divided in four sections. Following the introduction comes a review of
Cordero’s life and musical output as well as an analysis of the factors that could have
influenced these compositions. The third section includes a description of structure and
analysis of both cello pieces. Finally, the main conclusions of this work are presented. The
results of these findings helped in my actual performance of these works.

ix

Introduction
Since beginning my search for a topic, I wanted to look for a significant piece that
would be historically valuable, challenging to learn and perform, and one that was
undeservedly under-recognized and would hopefully start to find its way into the cello
repertoire. I began by looking at what my countrymen had done, and I found Roque
Cordero. Cordero had written two pieces for cello of which I had never heard a single
performance, recorded nor live. One of these two pieces, The Sonata for Cello and Piano is
published, and Soliloquio No.6 is not. I did find that other Panamanian composers had
written for cello. My brother, violinist Luis Casal and I had personally invited Maestro
Cordero to be the Honorary Artistic Advisor of our National Annual Music Festival of
Panama, Alfredo De Saint Malo in 2007-2008. Cordero already had an established
reputation as the most important living Panamanian composer, so I felt duty bound to learn
and investigate theses pieces further. I wanted to learn for whom these pieces were
composed, if they were performed, how they were written or constructed, and if they were
truly of interest to be performed.
Roque Cordero was born in Panama, in 1917. Coming from a humble family with
no musical background, he became one of the most notable and creative personalities in
Central America.1 Several orchestras, chamber groups, and soloists in the United States,
Europe, and Latin America have performed and recorded Cordero’s works. His

1

Gerard Béhague, “The Hispanic World, 1918-45,” in Modern Times from World War I to the Present, ed.
Robert Morgan (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc., 1993).

1

compositional style fuses dodecaphonism with the rhythmic elements of Panamanian folk
dance and music2,3.
During his lifetime, Cordero composed only these two pieces for cello: the Sonata
for Cello and Piano (1963), and the Soliloquio No. 6 for cello solo (1992). Even though
Cordero’s notoriety is great, neither of these cello works have been commercially recorded
nor has proof of any academic documentation or study been found on them. An interesting
aspect to consider is that both works are dedicated to accomplished cellists: the Sonata for
Cello and Piano was dedicated to Adolfo Odnoposoff, and the Soliloquio No.6 for Cello
Solo was dedicated to Ko Iwasaki.
The objective of this monograph is to dissect the Sonata for Cello and Piano and the
Soliloquio No. 6 for Cello Solo, examine their structure, and to analyze and look for traces
of Panamanian folk music, all in the name of an interpretation and performance of these
works.
This thesis is divided into four sections. Following the introduction a review of
Cordero’s life and musical output as well as an analysis of the factors that could have
influenced his composition of these works is presented. The third section includes a
description of the structure and analysis of both cello pieces. Finally, the main conclusions
of this work are presented. Already, the knowledge and information gathered here has been
of great benefit in a concert I gave of the two works on April 23, 2014.

2

Marie Labonville, “Roque Cordero (1917-2008) in the United States.” Paper presented at the Latin
American Music Center’s Fiftieth Anniversary Conference “Cultural Counterpoints: Examining the Musical
Interactions between the U.S. and Latin America,” Indiana University, Bloomington, 2011.
https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/bitstream/handle/2022/15513) (accessed April 8, 2014).
3
Luis Casal, “Panamanian Art Music for Strings: Works for Violin/Piano and Violea/Piano by Roque
Cordero, Eduardo Charpentier, and Fermin Castañedas.” (DMA diss., University of Oklahoma, 2006).

2

Roque Cordero’s Life, Legacy, and Selected Works
The following chapter provides some insight to Roque Cordero’s life and career. Its
main focus consists of those aspects of his life leading up to and during the composition of
the two selected pieces for this thesis, The Sonata for Cello and Piano (1963) and the
Soliloquio No.6 for Cello Solo (1992).
The information for this chapter was gathered mainly from an extensive
transcription of varying written sources discussing Maestro Cordero. Currently there are six
doctoral dissertations, six master theses, four essays, and three short analytical studies
relating to Cordero’s music. Some of the studies target particular musical works (i.e. his
symphonic works, piano compositions, chamber music works, among others), while others
place his work in a broader framework of Panamanian music. Annex 1 provides a list of the
academic works that have been studied, or written about. No book-length biography of
Cordero has been published, however, an American author, Marie Labonville, is presently
writing his biography. This information was complemented with information gathered
during several interviews with people very close to Cordero’s life and musical work,
namely: Ko Iwasaki, Berthe Huberman Odnoposoff (Odnoposoff’s wife), Germán
Gutiérrez (a pupil and very close friend of Cordero), Dimitri Cordero (his son) and Marie
Labonville (currently writing Cordero’s bibliography).

3

Cordero’s Life
Roque Cordero was born in 1917. Coming from a humble family with no musical
background he became one of the “most notable creative personality of Central America”.4
During his childhood, most public schools had no music program, nor was there a public
conservatory in Panama anywhere. In fact, during his childhood years he was not interested
in classical music; although his interest began later on as a result of a series of “amazing
circumstances”5.
During his teenage years he was mainly exposed to popular music (Marches,
Dances, Tangos, Pasillos, Fantasias of Italian Operas, and Spanish Zarzuelas), and he
taught himself solfege and harmony.6 In 1934 he began to receive musical training from
Maximo Herculando Arrates Boza (1859-1936). Around this time, he also received lessons
from Pedro Simon Rebolledo Puello (1895-1963), Herbert de Castro (1905-1969), and
others. During this period, Cordero composed several popular pieces, which were all played
by local bands, and he himself performed several of his own arrangements and adaptations
of mostly popular music. With these works he gained acceptance and certain level of
success at a national level7.
Roque Cordero started his career as a performer with the violin, which he played in
his early twenties (circa 1939-1943) with the newly created Symphony Orchestra of
Panama (later the National Symphony of Panama), but he also played the clarinet and viola.
4

Béhague, “The Hispanic World, 1918-45.”
Labonville makes a description of this “amazing circumstances” based on Cordero’s “Roque’s Memoirs”
(transcription of informal oral memoirs dictated during the 1980s and 1990s; typescript, private collection of
Roque Cordero). These memoirs were dictated into a tape recorder while Cordero and his wife made lengthy
automobile trips. Cordero’s wife later transcribed the tapes into a 183-page typescript that was intended for
members of the family.
6
Roque Cordero, “Remembranzas de Roque Cordero”, Revista Loteria, 368 (1987): p. 16.
7
Efrain Cruz de Gracia, “Roque Cordero, Compositor Panameño, Visto a Través de Algunas de sus Obras
(Roque Cordero, Panamanian Composer, seen through some of his works)” (MM thesis, University of
Panama, 2002).
5

4

According to Dimitri Cordero, his father’s account on how he began to play the viola was
that, at some point, the orchestra conductor, who played the viola himself, complained that
he wished he had someone who could play the viola. Cordero cheerfully volunteered to
give it a try. He had never played the viola before, but could read the C clef, so he
continued as a viola player in this orchestra.8
In 1939, he composed Capricho Interiorano, his first piece to be performed by a
professional orchestra. In 1943, with the help of Myron Schaeffer, an American composer
living and working in Panama,9 he came to the United States of America on a nine-month
scholarship to study music education.10
A month into his studies in Minnesota, while conducting his band piece in a
university concert, Cordero met John Sherman, a renowned music critic from the
Minneapolis Star. Sherman was impressed by Cordero, and introduced him to Dimitri
Mitropoulos, conductor of the Minneapolis Symphony. Although Mitropoulos was
impressed by Cordero’s piece, he argued that he needed training in counterpoint, and
introduced Cordero to Ernst Krenek, from Hamline University.11 Cordero went on to study
musical composition with Krenek for three and a half years.12,13 In 1947, he graduated
Magna Cum Laude from Hamline University14. After graduation, while he received the
Guggenheim Fellowship, he remained in the States for another three years until 1950.15

8

Dimitri Cordero, email message to author, February 11, 2015.
Cordero was a student of Schaeffer, in music appreciation course at the University of Panama (Dimitri
Cordero, email message to author, February 11, 2015)
10 Dimitri Cordero, email message to author, February 11, 2015.
11
Labonville, “Roque Cordero (1917-2008) in the United States.”
12 As a demonstration of the esteem that Cordero had towards Mitropoulos, one of Cordero’s first child was
named Dimitri (personal communication Germán Gutiérrez, March 29, 2014).
13 Dimitri Cordero, email message to author, February 3, 2014.
14
In 1966 he received the Doctor honoris causa diploma from this University.
15
Dimitri Cordero, email message to author, February 11, 2015.
9

5

Studying with Krenek, one of the main exponents of Schoenberg’s Second Viennese
School, will become a major influence in his career as a composer, the reason for
“Cordero’s marriage with dodecaphonism”.16
After seven years of living in the United States, he returned to Panama in 1950
eager to share his knowledge with his fellow Panamanians. He was offered a part-time
teaching position in music Theory and Harmony at the Panama’s National Conservatory of
Music, and later on the position of Assistant to the Director, a position in which he found
several challenges. Number one, the level of Panamanian musicians was not high enough to
play his pieces. He found that most of the students approached music as a hobby and not as
a career given that there were few possibilities for such. Furthermore, he experienced a
defiance to his introduction of change that would improve the situation. In 1953 he was
appointed Director of the Conservatory. Still he encountered resistance and opposition from
peers and politicians, and needed to work under severe economic constraints.17
Finally, in 1966, frustrated and disappointed, he left Panama to accept a three-year
position at Indiana University as Assistant Director of the Latin American Music Center
and teacher of composition. “Cordero began his voluntary exile in searching for a
supportive artistic environment in the name of his country, outside of his country”18. His
friend, German Gutierrez, refers to the mixed feeling that Cordero had about his homeland,
Panama: “…nostalgic, mixed with a bitter taste generated by the ignorance and lack of
recognition to his efforts to improve the Panamanian classical music world and the quality
and value of his work.” 19 After three years at Indiana University and three years working

16

Germán Gutiérrez, interview by author, March 29, 2014.
Casal, “Panamanian Art Music for Strings:”
18
Ibid.
19
Germán Gutiérrez, interview by author, March 29, 2014.
17

6

for his publishing house Peer Southern as a music editor, he took a position at Illinois State
University’s first professor of composition. This opportunity at Illinois State University
“immersed him in the musical life,” kept him close to world-class musicians he could
compose for, and facilitated his creation of the annual Latin American Music Concert, an
event where he could showcase his music and the music of composers across the
Americas.20
In 1987, being 70 years old, he retired from full-time teaching. However, until 2000
he continued to teach composition part-time, at Illinois State University. He also continued
composing, attending international festivals, and accepting commissions as well as
invitations as a lecturer and guest conductor. In 2000 he moved with his wife to Dayton,
Ohio, where his oldest son still lives. He remained there until his death in 2008.21 In August
2012, as a tribute to his love for his country, his mortal remains were transferred to
Panama22.
According to Cordero’s son, Cordero never made a “blanket statement” about his
thoughts on the future of classical music in Panama. However, he received important
encouragement from many of his contemporary countrymen who worked towards raising
the cultural level of Panama.23

20

Dimitri Cordero, email message to author, February 11, 2015
Labonville, “Roque Cordero (1917-2008) in the United States.”
22
Germán Gutiérrez, interview by author, March 29, 2014.
23
Dimitri Cordero, email message to author, February 11, 2015
21
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Cordero’s Legacy
Labonville describes him as an “energetic musician who was active as a conductor,
educator, writer, and composer.”24 Prominent artists and institutions such as Adolfo
Odnoposoff, Dimitri Mitropoulos, the Koussevitzky Foundation, the Catholic University of
Chile, the Third Festival of Caracas, the Council of the Arts of Illinois, the University of
Hamline, the University of Alabama, the Second Festival of Guanabara in Brazil, and the
Kennedy Centre, among others, have commissioned works by Cordero. His mature works
include approximately twelve pieces for piano, fourteen for orchestra, five for string
orchestra, three for soloist and orchestra, thirty-two for chamber ensemble, five for chorus,
one for chorus and orchestra, two for ballet dancers, and one film score.25
Noteworthy soloists, chamber groups and orchestras have performed and recorded
Cordero’s pieces in Europe, South, Central and North America. Although he is first and
foremost a composer, Cordero has also been guest conductor, active lecturer in various
countries and has served on juries for many international composition competitions26.
His legacy also includes harmony, counterpoint and solfege methods, along with
sixty prosaic writings, some of them related to music in Panama, music education, or the
subject of musical nationalism27.
All of Cordero’s compositions have been printed, although only about half of his
compositions are published commercially, mostly by Peer Classical. The works not yet
published belong mainly to his early composition days and to a period in the 1980s and
1990s when he composed many shorter pieces for the faculty at Illinois State University.
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According to Cordero’s son, efforts continue to bring attention to these pieces individually,
on a demand basis.28
Compositional Style
Cordero’s compositional style successfully blends dodecaphonism with the
rhythmic elements of Panamanian folk music. According to Gutierrez, “Cordero respected
and followed the composers from the Viennese School, the ones that have studied with
Schoenberg – adding the Latin American ingredient to most of his works. Therefore, he is a
composer with a strong Latin American identity, but writing with a serial language.” 29
Cordero’s interest in folk elements can be traced back to his early years in his
Capricho Interiorano (1939). Even though he could be labeled a nationalistic composer for
using Panamanian elements, he did not consider himself one.
“My music is not nationalist in the sense of being a conscious exploitation of
the folklore of my country, but that music, if I must be honest in my
creations, it must be the expression of something that belongs to my people,
which does not allow my music to sound like French, Italian, or German
music. That "something" I try to express through melodic figures related to
our folklore and through the exploitation of rhythmic vitality of our dances.
National art without being nationalist.”30
His encounter with dodecaphonic music happened through hearing a performance of
the dances of Carlos Paz, an Argentinean composer and the first Latin American to utilize
the method. However, it was while studying with Krenek when he first considered the
possibility of using that technique in his music; specifically after discovering his book
“Studies in Counterpoint Based on the Twelve-Tone Technique”31 that explains the
dodecaphonic method. Cordero realized that if he mastered the twelve-tone system, he
28
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would be able to find a way to use it and at the same time not lose or abandon his existing
identity. When he first asked Krenek to teach him the method, Krenek was hesitant.
Cordero himself stated that Krenek knew how much Cordero32, wanted to be a
“Panamanian composer”, and he believed that a central European technique was unsuited to
the sensibility or aesthetic of Latin American composition.
After Cordero’s argument that he desired mastery of the technique in order to use it
in service of his personal aesthetic, Krenek agreed to teach Cordero the method to see what
could result. Since then, Cordero remained a dodecaphonic composer, occasionally
returning a more tonal style33. According to Gutierrez the intense use of serialism in his
music could be the reason why Cordero’s music has not been so widespread, “…it was
listened to during that time, but the rise of serialism has vanished.”34 A similar situation
occurred with Krenek. According to Gutierrez, “there was an abuse of serial music by the
composers at that time, and the audiences just got tired of it. Dodecaphonic music not only
implies a challenge for musicians to perform, but because of its aridity, Serialism brings
several difficulties for listeners as well.”35
“Cordero crafted his rows in such a way that they would create melodies or
harmonies that had tonal characteristics without being explicitly tonal in order to bring
Panamanian elements into his pitch materials.”36
The fusion between nationalism and dodecaphonism was challenging, particularly
back in the 1950’s. A main question that emerged was if it was indeed logical, convenient,
32
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or even natural for Latin American composers to merge folk music with European styles.37
According to these critiques, the only way to compose something that differed from
European music was the artistic exploitation of the Latin American folklore. After several
criticisms Cordero wrote an essay discussing this merger for the Second Festival of Latin
American Music, where he challenged the opposition of nationalism and dodecaphonism.
In his opinion:
“This question is unnecessary. Should it be considered illogical that today’s
man expresses himself in the language of his time? Is it not logical and
healthy that being in the second half of the twentieth century, a man takes
advantage of all technical, scientific, and social achievements of recent
years? … Or is it that the only way to compose music for everybody is to
use common fragments, which could easily be identified by an audience?
Why underestimate the power of an appreciative?”38

Cordero’s selected works for cello
During his career, Cordero wrote two pieces for cello: the Sonata for Cello and
Piano and the Soliloquio No. 6 for cello solo.
Sonata for Cello and Piano
The Sonata for Cello and Piano was composed in 1963 when Cordero was 46 years
old. It falls within the period 1958-1964 that according to Labonville was distinguished by
the prize given to his Symphony No. 2 (1956) at Second Festival of Latin American Music
in Caracas. The cash awarded by this prize greatly helped the financial situation of his
family. Most importantly, Cordero began earning more respect and recognition in Panama
after winning the award. He also began to participate in international festivals and

37
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conferences regularly.39 These trips brought him into contact with the leading composers of
many nations. He became the leading composer of his own country.40 In spite of this he
continued facing obstacles due to politics in the local Panamanian music community,
eventually causing him to leave Panama in 1966.
The Sonata for Cello and Piano was commissioned by Adolfo Odnoposoff, an
Argentine-born-and-raised cellist with Russian-Jewish background who concertized for five
decades under the baton of several conductors such as Arturo Toscanini, Erik Kleiber, Sir
John Barbirolli, Eduardo Mata, Jorge Sarmientos, among others. Odnoposoff was principal
cellist in the most important orchestras of Latin America and the Caribbean. He gave
recitals for many presidents, was Pablo Casals’ teaching assistant for several years in
Puerto Rico, and also performed in North America, Europe, Israel, and the former USSR.
Mrs. Berthe Odnoposoff, Odnoposoff’s wife and pianist, was interviewed during the
spring of 2014. She remembers Maestro Cordero dearly and recalls performing his piece
together with her husband. At the present time, Mrs. Odnoposoff is in her nineties.
“Look into her husband’s documents to find any material that could prove that the
Odnoposoff actually performed the piece was not an easy task.”41 Fortunately, Dimitri
Cordero keeps material confirming that the Cello Sonata was first performed on September
10, 1985 and again on September 22 in 1992 by Ko and Yuri Iwasaki. Additionally, he also
has a recording by Adolfo Odnoposoff in collaboration with his wife, Bertha Odnoposoff,
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but there is no precise date as to when this performance took place. 42 Cellist Ko Iwasaki,
during a telephone conversation recalled performing the piece internationally. 43
Soliloquio No.6 for Cello Solo
The Soliloquio No.6 for cello solo was composed in 1992, situated within the period
1987–2000 of Cordero’s life. During this period Cordero was already retired but continued
teaching composition part-time at Illinois State University, maintaining his series of
campus concerts of Latin American music, participating in international music festivals,
and accepting invitations as guest conductor.
Then later on, I decided I would write another Soliloquio this time for cello,
for my friend Ko Iwasaki, who always collaborated with my Latin American
Concerts. And, while I was in Oregon one summer, I started writing a
Soliloquios número seis, for solo cello. I came back to ISU that summer, and
while I went to check my mail, I was informed that my friend Bernie Eichen,
who was not in very good health he had been suffering of his heart before,
and he had a pacemaker although he seemed to be feeling fine when I saw
him a few days before I went to Oregon and he was looking forward to
going to Spain with the Youth Orchestra of Kansas City but he passed away
in New York, among friends, and his violin in his hands, after playing while
he rested, and never came back. Of course, I was quite moved by the news.
He was a very close friend of Ko Iwasaki.44
The Soliloquio No.6 was dedicated to cellist Ko Iwasaki. Iwasaki is a Japanese
cellist who studied with Hideo Saito, Leonard Rose, Harvey Shapiro, and Pablo Casals. He
won numerous international cello competitions (i.e. the Vienna, Munich, Budapest,
Cassado, and Tchaikovsky competitions) and awards (i.e. Arts Minister Award for Young
Artists and the Arts Festival Record Prize for his performance of contemporary Japanese
cello music). Since 1974, he has relocated in the United States where he has performed
42
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extensively both as a soloist and as a chamber music artist. He has also performed in
Europe, the former Soviet Union, and Japan. In addition, he has participated in numerous
festivals (i.e. Marlboro, Aspen, Santa Fe, Lockenhaus, and Kuhumo). He has taught at
Illinois State University, University of Illinois, and the Southern Methodist University.45
Since 1990, he has been invited to serve as jury member at many international competitions
such as Cassado, Munich, the Tchaikovsky, and Isang Yun. Currently, he is an adjunct
professor at Toho Conservatory in Tokyo, and regular faculty member at the Institute for
Strings (Dallas), and the Montecito International Music Festival in California.46
During the spring of 2014, I was able to interview Prof. Ko Iwasaki who described
Mr. Cordero as a happy, friendly person and a profound composer. Prof. Iwasaki was more
interested in the Soliloquio than in the Sonata. He stated that he played the Soliloquio No. 6
at a recital during his faculty residence at Illinois University, but he was unable to find a
program of the event. Also, he did not recall having recorded the piece. Mr. Iwasaki
mentioned that he performed the Soliloquio only at Illinois State University.47 Fortunately,
Mr. Dimitri Cordero had a recording of the world premiere of the Soliloquio No. 6 by Mr.
Iwasaki on April 6, 1993 who later performed the piece on November 9, 1993. Cellist
Gregory Hamilton made another performance, on October 29, 1996.48
One of my research questions was if Soliloquio No. 6 had a larger connection to -or
musical sequences among- the other five soliloquies. In this regard, Mrs. Labonville
provided some information based on Mr. Cordero’s memoirs. According to the memoirs,
each Soliloquio was created for a different circumstance, unrelated between them.
45
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Soliloquio No. 1 [1975] was written upon request of his friend Max Schoenfeld, flutist;
Soliloquio No. 2 [1976] was a request by Jim Boitos, for alto sax; Soliloquio No.3 [1976]
for Aris Chávez, for solo clarinet; Soliloquio No. 4 [1981] for percussion, written and
dedicated to David Shrader; and Soliloquio No. 5 [1981] for string bass, for his friend
Arthur Corra.49
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Structure and Analysis of Selected Works
The following section describes the structure and provides an analysis of the
selected pieces. This analysis was made by using the “Twelve-Tone” composition system.
The system consists of the twelve notes inside the octave (C-C#/Db-D-D#/Eb-E-F-F#/GbG-G#/Ab-A-A#/Bb-B-C. The system works in an “ordered relationship where all notes are
treated as equal, and no group of notes predominates as in major/minor key system.”50
In the Schoenberg method, precursor of this technique:
all pitches are related to a fixed order of the 12 chromatic notes, this order
providing the work's basic shape. The fixed order is called a note-row (or
series or set). No note is repeated within a row, which therefore comprises
12 different notes and no other. The note-row is not a theme but a source
from which the comp. is made. It can be transposed to begin on any of the
12 pitches, and it may appear in retrograde, inversion, and retrograde
inversion. Since each of these transformations may also be transposed, each
note-row can have 48 related pitch successions. 51
For the two pieces, the main matrixes are created by assigning P0 to the first row of
the works and the designation does not change for the following movements. I refer to the
main matrix because in Soliloquio No. 6, Cordero uses three different matrixes, although
the overall piece is mainly structured by using the first matrix. “The labels for other rows
are numbered in relation to their transposition. Consequently, if P0 begins with an Fnatural, P1 will begin with a F-sharp.

For inversions, each inversion row I0-11 will start on the same pitch as the associated
50
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prime row, P0-11. So if the row P0 starts on “G'', then I0 will too.”52 “The retrograde
inversion rows contain all the same pitches as their associated primary or inversion rows,
only in reverse order. For example, R0 contains the same pitches as P0 in reverse order.
Similarly, RI0 is the reverse of I0. This means that the proceeding pitch of an R or RI row
will be the same as the ending pitch of the similarly-numbered P or I row.”53
The matrix is provided in both cases, and the rows used on each matrix have been
colored for each movement, followed by a discussion of elaboration and form. The analysis
of the piece was made by a thorough identification of rows. Understanding the relationship
between different rhythms along with the search for possible Panamanian or Latin
American folk tunes and rhythmic patterns is essential to determining how Cordero’s
musical ideas were shaped throughout these pieces.
In Spring 2014 I performed these compositions while simultaneously working on
the process of the theoretical analysis. This performance proved to be very successful,
enriching both sides of my research. In addition, the Russian pianist Liudmila
Georgievskaya kindly accepted my request to participate in the project, and we played this
Sonata together. Some insights from the perspective of a pianist about the performance of
the work are included in the discussion of the analysis.
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Sonata for Cello and Piano
This Sonata is based on the dodecaphonic technique, but what makes this piece and many others Cordero’s pieces - different, is the clever use of tone rows and free
manipulation to serve his musical ideas. He uses much of the same material throughout
each movement, with some elaboration. Functional harmony is completely absent
throughout the Sonata.
All movements from the Sonata begin and end with the same row pattern. The way
that tonal music begins and ends in the tonic key and the different tempo markings,
dynamics, combination of rows and rhythmic patterns all delineate the relationships within
this piece that are analogous and constructed on a typical 18th or 19th century model which
consists of: 1) establishment of a tonic, 2) movement away from the tonic, and 3) return to
the tonic.54 In this case, in place of a tonic key or primary theme, the composer establishes,
moves away from, and returns to the Prime Row. Cordero treats the prime row, “like” a
tonic or as a post-tonal analogy to a tonic. A tonic is a consonant triad or key area, which a
12-tone row can never be. Instead, the prime form of the row is a stable point of reference
for the organization of the work.
The Sonata has three movements: Allegro molto appasionato, Adagio, and Vivace.
Figure 1 shows the matrix used in the Sonata, and Figure 2 provides an overview of its
structure.
All movements use the prime row (5, 4, 10, 9, 0, 1, 7, 2, 3, 6, 8, 11), and the
permutations I0 (5, 6, 0, 1, 10, 9, 3, 8, 7, 4, 2, 11) and RI0 (11, 2, 4, 7, 8, 3, 9, 10, 1, 0, 6, 5).
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As shown in Figure 2, the first and second movements of this work use the fewest
number of permutations while the third movement utilizes them the most. The Allegro
molto appassionato uses the prime row and six permutations; the second movement,
Adagio, uses the prime row and six permutations (R0, I0, I6, I7, I11 and RI0); and the third
movement, Vivace, uses (PO, P1, P2, R0, R5, R11, I0, I6, I7, I11, and RI0).
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Figure 1: Matrix used in the Sonata for Cello and Piano
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R0
R1
R7
R8
R5
R4
R10
R3
R2
R11
R9
R6

Allegro molto Appasionato

P0 = 5, 4, 10, 9, 1, 7, 2, 3, 6, 8, 11
P2 = 7, 6, 0, 11, 2, 3, 9, 4, 5, 8, 10, 1
I0 = 5, 6, 0, 1, 10, 9, 3, 8, 7, 4, 2, 11
I2 = 11, 8, 6, 3, 2, 7, 1, 0, 9, 10, 4, 5
R0 = 11, 8, 6, 3, 2, 7, 1, 0, 9, 10, 4, 5
R9 = 11, 8, 6, 3, 2, 7, 1, 0, 9, 10, 4, 5
RI0 = 11, 2, 4, 7, 8, 3, 9, 10, 1, 0, 6, 5

Adagio

P0 = 5, 4, 10, 9, 1, 7, 2, 3, 6, 8, 11
R0 = 11, 8, 6, 3, 2, 7, 1, 0, 9, 10, 4, 5
I0 = 5, 6, 0, 1, 10, 9, 3, 8, 7, 4, 2, 11
I6= 11, 0, 6, 7, 4, 3, 9, 2, 1, 10, 8, 5
I7 = 0, 1,7, 8, 5, 4, 10, 3, 2, 11, 9, 6
I11 = 4, 5, 11, 0, 9, 8, 2, 7, 6, 3, 1, 10
RI0 = 11, 2, 4, 7, 8, 3, 9, 10, 1, 0, 6, 5

Vivace

P0 = 5, 4, 10, 9, 1, 7, 2, 3, 6, 8, 11
P1 = 6, 5, 11, 10, 1, 2, 8, 3, 4, 7, 9, 0
P2 = 7, 6, 0, 11, 2, 3, 9, 4, 5, 8, 10, 1
R0 = 11, 8, 6, 3, 2, 7, 1, 0, 9, 10, 4, 5
R5 = 4, 1, 11, 8, 7, 0, 6, 5, 2, 3, 9, 10
R11 = 10, 7, 5, 2, 1, 6, 0, 11, 8, , 9, 3, 4
I0 = 5, 6, 0, 1, 10, 9, 3, 8, 7, 4, 2, 11
I6 = 11, 0, 6, 7, 4, 3, 9, 2, 1, 10, 8, 5
I7 = 0, 1, 7, 8, 5, 4, 10, 3, 2, 11, 9, 6
I11 = 4, 5, 11, 0, 9, 8, 2, 7, 6, 3, 1, 10
RI0 = 11, 2, 4, 7, 8, 3, 9, 10, 1, 0, 6, 5

Figure 2: Overall structure of the Sonata for Cello and Piano
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First Movement: Allegro Molto Appasionato
Figure 3 shows the rows used in the first movement, organized in a compound
ternary form: ABABA, and Figure 4 shows a diagram of the organization of the first
movement.
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Figure 3: Rows used in the first movement.
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Figure 4: Form diagram of the Allegro molto appassionato movement.
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Figuree 5: Cordero: Cello Sonaata, mvmt. I, mm. 1 – 9.
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This sectio
on is elaboratted by shapiing the primee row (P0) annd permutatiion P2 with
alternaation of the tempo
t
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nted in the opening
o
fourr bars of the piece. The ffirst theme
group ends in m. 17
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Figuree 6: Cordero
o: Cello Sonaata, mvmt. I,
I mm.15 – 225. Ending oof section (aa1) - beginniing
of secttion (a2).
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Cordero brrings the firsst group them
me (a3) with variations oof subsectionn (a1). This
section
n goes from mm. 39-53. This partitio
on is shapedd by the repeetition of shoorts motives of
sixteen
nth notes gro
oups from th
he prime row
w. For exampple, from mm
m. 31-45, thee music
sounds like a short recapitulatiion of (a1) and
a in mm. 446-47, we caan hear a desscending linee
of sixtteenth notes in the cello that is driven
n to arrive inn m. 48. Whhere the perm
mutation I0 iss
smoothly fastened
d with the priime row and
d it prolongs the line withh an appealiing rhythmicc
gesturre in mm. 48-49. This tex
xture of enth
husiasm is crreated by a ssequence prooduced by
syncop
pated rhythm
ms made of the
t combinattion of a sixtteenth note ppause follow
wed by
groupiing three six
xteenth notess meanwhile the piano paart still use m
members of the prime roow
with sp
pontaneous short notes of
o single and
d double stopps implying harmonic suupport (see
Figuree 7).

Figuree 7: Cello So
onata mvmt. I, mm. 46 – 49.
Subsection
n (a2) ends with
w a glissan
ndo from thee integer 9 (A
A) to the integer 3 (E-flaat)
of the I10 row in m.
m 50, letting
g the piano prepare
p
the nnext mood w
with a descending line with
memb
bers of the prrime row, an
nd in this man
nner finaliziing the sectioon in mm. 52-53. Cordero
cleverrly connects the last integ
ger of the prime row in m
m. 53, with tthe next perm
mutation R0 in
m. 54,, and that is how
h he linkss group them
me (a1) with part B, Modderato quasi Andante (seee
Figuree 8). Even th
hough the pieece is complex rhythmiccally in termss of its ensem
mble playingg,
24

some rubato
r
in thee piano part may be desiired. In this ccontext, it iss allowed onlly for very
short fragments
f
(i..e. motives of
o two or three notes), orr in the liness between thee cello
entran
nces in the caantabile writting, or in traansitional maaterial (mm. 51-53).55

Figuree 8: Cordero: cello Sonatta mvmt. I, mm.
m 50 -55.
Moderato quasi
q
Andan
nte resets thee mood by sllowing downn the tempo (quarter note
= 72 M).
M The temp
po of this section is slow
w and serene . The B secttion theme grroup is from
m
mm 54
4 -76 and is divided in tw
wo subsectio
ons: (b1) (mm
m. 53-69) annd (b2) (mm
m. 70-76).
Subsecction (b2) caan be consid
dered the cou
unter phrase of subsectioon (b1). In thhis section,
Cordero clearly marks
m
in m. 54 “cantando
o” (singing), allowing wiider expressiion and
lyricissm. This secction is shortter than the A section annd we can apppreciate how
w, like in
many other section
ns, Cordero cleverly com
mbines threee different roows to be plaayed at the
55

Liudm
mila Georgiesv
vkaya, e-mail message
m
to auth
hor, October 3 1, 2014.
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same time.
t
For exaample, in su
ubsection (b1
1), from mm
m. 54-56, he uuses memberrs of the
permu
utation R0 in the cello lin
ne, the primee row in the ppiano right hhand, and thee permutatioon
I2 in th
he piano leftt hand. Subseection (b1) is
i built on peermutations R0, I0, I2 andd for the
closing
g theme (b2)), the permu
utation RI0, R9, R0, and P 2. The (b2) ssubsection eends with thee
same permutation
p
R0, which iss located in the
t introducttion of the ppiece in the ccello line. RO
is a peermutation th
hat is the rev
verse of the prime
p
row. O
On the other hand, permuutation P2 is
used in
nstead of thee prime row in the piano
o line. The saame techniquue of using m
multi-rows is
repeatted in the last three meassures of subssection (b2) ffrom mm. 744-76. For exxample, in thhe
left haand, the perm
mutation P2 recalls
r
the main
m melody from the begginning of ppart B in the
cello line
l (mm. 54
4-56): whereas in the righ
ht hand, he rreutilizes thee cello meloddy from the
beginn
ning of the section, with the permutaation R2. He continues w
with the perm
mutation R0 iin
the celllo line. Partt B ends in m.
m 76, preparring the listeener for an uppcoming agggressive andd
energeetic coming section with
h an accelerando markingg and sixteennth notes figgures (see
Figuree 9).

Figuree 9: Cordero: Cello Sonaata, mvmt. I, mm. 74-76.. Ending of ((b2).
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The second
d A section in
i this movement is baseed on new m
material and iits structure is
organiized in four theme
t
group
ps: (a4) (mm
m. 77-85.1), ((a5) (mm. 855.5-98), (a6) (mm. 99111), and
a (mm. a7
7) (mm. 112--134). The entire sectionn is distinctivve because oof percussivee
repetittion of the siixteenth notees and its rhy
ythmic vigorr throughoutt the movem
ment. In them
me
group (a4), music returns to th
he same temp
po from the beginning oof the piece aand it also
beginss with the prime row. Ho
owever, the piano
p
beginss with the peermutation I4 instead of P2.
Besidees the percusssive charactter created by
b the repetittion of sixteeenth notes, thhe section
also sh
hares rhythm
mic cell patteerns from preeviews sectioons. For exaample, m. 799 shares the
same rhythmic
r
fig
gures from m.
m 48 (see Fig
gure 10).

Figuree 10: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. I,
I mm. 74-822.
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The theme group (a5) is
i characteriized for the ttexture that pprolongs thee melody,
which comes from
m the main melodic
m
idea in Part B. Thhe intervals in mm. 83-884 create
technical challeng
ges for a celliist, including
g awkward sstring crossinngs and longg, sudden
a
the fin
ngerboard. According
A
to
o the pianist Liudmila Geeorgievskayya “sometimees
leaps across
a re-arrrangement between
b
the hands is neeeded (for thee piano). Forr instance, inn mm. 85-93,
in ordeer to create a long legato
o line in m.92, I play thee first five 166-th notes wiith the left
hand and
a only the first three with
w the rightt.”56 (see Figgure 11).

Figuree 11: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. I,
I mm. 85-944. (a5) them
me group.
56

Liudm
mila Georgiesv
vkaya (personaal communicatiion October 311, 2014)
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Subsection
n (a6) is charracterized by
y recitation oof the main m
melody com
ming from a2 in
m. 99,, utilizing thee prime row again. This segment reccapitulates thhe same mellodic idea,
which is full of neew textures. For
F examplee, the compooser adds acccented pizziccato techniquue
in the cello line. Abrupt
A
descending scaless in the pianoo part based on the prim
me row help tto
shape the music to
owards an en
nergetic temp
perament in m. 106 (Figgure 13). In tthis section,
“re-arrrangement between
b
the hands
h
is needed as well.557 For exampple in m. 1033, the jumpss
are clu
umsy unless you play thee "c#" octave with the leeft hand and the last two octaves witth
the rig
ght hand (seee Figure 12).. In m. 107, the
t last octav
ave should bee played with two handss,
in ordeer to be on tiime for the downbeat
d
off the next meeasure and foor the high "d" that
follow
ws it (see Fig
gure 13).”58

Figuree 12: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata mvmt. I, mm. 103-1104.

57
58

Ibid.
Ibid.
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Figuree 13: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. I,
I mm. 106-108.
(a7) returns with variattions of the marching
m
chharacter from
m mm. 112-1134. To
illustraate, the piano plays shorrt motivic ideeas with mem
mbers of thee prime row in mm. 116-118. Meanwhile,
M
the
t cello creaates an energ
getic texturee with membbers for the R0. This is
achiev
ved by the co
ombination of
o the sixteen
nth notes, a rrich harmonny created byy one pedal
note th
he integer 9, 8, 6, 3 (Figu
ure 14).

Figuree 14: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. I,
I mm. 116-1118.
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After the th
hundering off sounds reso
onates in subbsection (a7)), this musicc continues
with th
he same textture. The celllo line playss a sequencee of glissandii with row R0, until the
music arrives at a long harmon
nic E on the D string whhile the pianoo sets the moood with
m
Th
he exciting soounds of thuunder and maarching returrn
rallenttando and diminuendo markings.
to a peeaceful state. The mood changes oncce more at thhe arrival of B’ recapitullation, the
Andan
nte quasi Ada
agio.
The structu
ure of Andan
nte quasi Ada
agio (B’) is shorter thann Moderato qquasi Andante
(B) section and it is
i also divid
ded in two main themes, (b1’) whichh are located in mm. 132-138; and
a b2’ found
d in mm. 139-145. The melody
m
is evven more harrmonized annd elaboratedd
than in
n the B section. This is achieved
a
thro
ough the adddition of douuble stops (seee Figure 155).
In con
ntrast with th
he cello, the piano
p
sustain
ns chords wiithin permuttations I0 andd P0. This
section
n is intended
d to be sloweer than its ho
omologous B section. Coordero clearlly specifies
that th
he quarter eq
quals 69 beatts per minutee (BMP).

Figuree 15: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. I mm.131-1333.
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The final recapitulation
n (A sections) returns inn Allegro apppassionato, m
mm. 146-186.
Allegrro appassion
nato is divideed into subseections (a8) ((mm.146-1663), (a9) (1600-167) and tthe
coda (168-186).
(
(aa8) section expands,
e
and
d develops thhe individuall componentts that
characcterized prev
vious A sectiions. This seection utilizees rows and m
motivic ideaas found at thhe
beginn
ning of the piece:
p
mm. 1-4 (see Figu
ure 16).

Figuree 16: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. I,
I mm.146-1149.
(a9) subsecction and Coda are the most
m
powerfu l in terms off sound and technique. Th
he
passag
ges are like a rollercoasteer made of stacks of chord
ds in the pian
no part and d
double stopss
in the high registerr of the cello.. Complex rhythmic patteerns are pressent in the piiano part,
which makes this section
s
techn
nically deman
nding. (a9) c ontinues an unrestrained
d passage un
ntil
m. 167
7, where we can
c hear the music appro
oaching a cad
dence. Cordeero adds closing material
(coda)) that is driveen by motivicc ideas from previous secctions. Securre technical p
preparation iis
needed
d in this secttion, as the ceellist must do
ominate som
me uncomforttable shifts ccovering large
intervaallic distancees (see Figure 17).
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Figuree 17: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. I,
I mm. 164-1169.
In Figure 18, in mm. 17
70-171, “rhy
ythmic formuulas bring ann acoustical challenge foor
the piaano in its neeeds to emulaate a percusssive instrumeent without llosing its tonne quality.”559

Figuree 18: Cello Sonata
S
mvmtt. I, mm. 170
0-173.
When the music
m
arrivees at m. 175, a descendinng piano scalle emerges w
with the R0,
preparring the listener for the final
f
bars of the
t section ((see Figure 119).
59

Ibid.
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Figuree 19: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. I,
I mm. 174-1177.
Afterwardss, the piano continues
c
th
he conclusivee material w
with short fraggments of
ideas taken
t
form th
he I10 row and
a P2 from mm.
m 178-18 1. The celloo line continuues with
memb
bers of the prrime row in mm.
m 182-186 with Corddero majesticcally giving an
indepeendent gestu
ure to every integer
i
and finishing
f
thee movement w
with each m
member of the
row. The
T composeer fits every component of
o the R0 perrmutation inn the last twoo measures oof
the pieece within th
he piano linee, ending the movement w
with the tetrrachords [5, 10, 4, 9].
These pitch classees are also members
m
of th
he prime row
w, which in ffact are utilizzed in the laast
beat’s sonority beaat of the mov
vement (see Figure 20).

o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. I,
I mm. 182-1185.
Figuree 20: Cordero
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Second Movement: Adagio
As shown in Figure 21 the II movement is organized in ternary form: ABA. Figure
22 shows the rows –in color- used in the construction of the second movement.

II Movement: Adagio
B

A
Theme
Group

a1

mm.

1-19

A

a2

b1

b2

b3

a3’

a4’

19-36

37-43

43-52

52.5 - 61

62-72

72-84

Figure 21: Form diagram of the Adagio Movement.
As in any slow second movement from a classical or romantic sonata, the second
movement contains the most relaxed tempo within this piece. Its overall form can be
described as thoughtful and delicate with grotesque sounds in the middle section or part B.
Similar to with the first and third movement, the permutations that are presented in the first
melodic ideas at the beginning of the piece are also the ones that conclude the movement.
In the second movement, the case is different. It begins with the permutations I9 and P0,
and it ends with two different ones, are I4 and I10. Another feature that separates this
movement from the other two is the use of extended techniques. For example, the pianist is
instructed to play inside the piano to pluck the instrument’s strings. The performer needs to
figure out when to stand up and when to sit down so their sound is no disturbance of any
kind while doing this. Another challenge of this technique is in the holding of the pedal
while the pianist is standing. 60

60

Ibid.
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Figure 22: Rows used in the second movement.

The movement is in ABA form. Each part is divided in subsections. The A part is
divided in subsections: (a1) (1-19), (a2) (19-36). Part B is divided in subsections: (b1) (mm.
37-41), (b2) (mm. 37-51), (b3) (51-61) and part A’ is divided in the subsections: (a3) (mm.
62-72), (a4) (mm. 72-84). In the first subsection (a1), begins with an introduction of the
row I11 (4, 5, 11, 0, 9, 8, 2, 7, 6, 3, 1, 10) in the cello part. The cello line begins with four
measures of a solo lyrical phrase and the piano follows the line by gently adding chords
using every member of the permutation P2 (7, 6, 0, 11, 2, 3, 9, 4, 5, 8, 10, 1) in m. 4. From
mm. 5-12, the melody is developed in the cello line, which creates a conversational musical
line with the countermelody expressed by the piano. A complex rhythm helps to materialize
the alternation of the rhythmical figures. For example, in m. 5-11 you will find groups of
four - five and seven notes per measure within measures of 2/4 & 3/4. This makes the
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collaboration betw
ween the pian
no and cello very interessting and meetrically ambbiguous (Seee
Figuree 23).

Figuree 23: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. II,
I mm 1-9.
Sound texttures are the same from the
t beginninng of the movvement untill the final
cadencce, created by
b fervent do
ouble stops quintuplets.
q
T
The cello prresents these rhythmic
figures in m. 17, which
w
exposee a motivic idea
i
in the foollowing meeasure (m.18). This gestuure
ut to conclud
de. The (a2) section startting at m. 188, which
signals that the secction is abou
contains extended technique for
fo the piano line, can be divided intoo three them
me groups.
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Figure 24 illustrates thee chart writteen by Cordeero himself, w
with specificc directions on

how to
o perform ex
xtended tech
hniques on th
he piano.

Figuree 24: Directio
on on how to
o use extend
ded techniquues on the piaano.
Subsection
n (a2) is the countermelo
c
ody of subsecction (a1) annd it’s organized throughh
I11 and
d I6. The pian
no sets the to
one through its theme prresented in m
m. 18. The pianist is
instruccted by symb
bols presenteed by Cordeero (shown aabove in Figuure 24) in thhe creation off
these specific
s
soun
nd effects.
After the motivic
m
idea presented by
y members oof the I11 perrmutation in the piano
line, th
he group theeme is first in
ntroduced in
n the second beat of m. 10 by the cello (see Figurre
25).

This new motivic
m
idea is developed
d within the following m
measures unttil the music
arrivess on its consequent phrase (a2) in m. 26, which iis driven by the permutaation I6. A
long descending
d
musical
m
line starting
s
at mm.
m 26-36 foorms the mussic. If this m
melodic
contou
ur was to be described in
n a non-musiical manner,, we could piicture a leaff falling from
ma
tree, th
hen being picked up by a the wind an
nd floating ddownward aagain. Such ddownward
motion
n is created by
b sequencees using perm
mutations I6 and I11 untill the music aarrives in thee
subsecction (b1). Upon
U
arrival, a theme beg
gins in m. 377 (see Figuree 25).
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Figuree 25: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. II
I mm. 14-200.

Figuree 26: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. II,
I mm. 31-338.
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Subsection
n (b1) soundss whimsical and ironic ddue to the disssonant sounnds that are
created
d between th
hese paired notes
n
(Triton
nes, aug. 5th, dim. 4th , etcc.). This subbsection is leess
lyricall than the preevious sectio
on. Subsectio
on (b1) is orrganized in ssix groups off eighth notees
in m. 37,
3 followed
d by a long su
ustained notte, which lassts around tw
wo measures: mm. 38-399.
Those grou
ups of notes are a develo
opment of shhort motivic ideas from m
mm. 43-51.
Such a developmeent happens through
t
a so
ound elaboraation in the ccello, consistting of dry annd
harsh double stopss, murmuring
g sixteenth notes
n
sonoritties in the piiano (dividedd in groups oof
six), with
w permutaations RI0 and I6 complem
ment the souund. The subbsection (b3)) finally landds
on a fiierce soundin
ng chord in m.
m 52.
In B sectio
on, the cello begins
b
perfo
orming a clossing theme, which belonngs to (b3).
This happens
h
on beat
b four in th
he same meaasure, while the piano suustains a choord at mm. 55253 (see Figure 27)).

S
Moveement II, mm
m. 51-53.
Figuree 27: Cello Sonata
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The closing
g theme is a mixture of a fragmentattion betweenn the piano aand cello linees
from the
t beginning
g of (b1) secction. Here, the
t cello linee introduces the permutaation I7 for thhe
first tim
me in the piece. The cello line in mm
m. 54-57 is vvery expresssive and beauutiful.
Meanw
while, the piiano accomp
panies the sollo line with gentle and ssoft motivic iideas. The
section
n ends in m. 57 and mm. 57.5-61 serrve as pivotaal passage too the recapituulation of the
piece in
i m. 62 (seee Figure 28).

Figuree 28: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. II,
I mm. 60-663.
The recapitulation occu
urs in mm. 62-84.
6
It sharres the samee permutations, lyrical annd
metriccal and perm
mutations fou
und in subsecction (a1) unntil m. 71. Hoowever, the piano does
not beegin with thee same permu
utation but continues
c
thee line with thhe permutatiion I6 (11, 0, 6,
7, 4, 3, 9, 2, 1, 10, 8, 5) and th
hen in m. 64 proceeds wiith the primee row. Thereefore, the
mpaniment teexture sound
ds different from
fr
the introoduction of tthis movemeent. This
accom
whole section end
ds where the cello and piaano play toggether in unisson. The aboove-mentionned
unison
n creates a cllimatic pointt in this sectiion. After thhe climax, inn m. 72, the m
music
decreaases in volum
me and dynaamic. The extended technniques applieed in sectionn B is also
emplo
oyed during the
t final meaasures. The listeners
l
imaagine that Coordero is reccalling musicc
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from the
t past. Thee music contiinues in a caalm atmosphhere with meembers of thee I0 row in thhe
cello. The piano fiinishes the movement
m
with permutattion I6 and shhort motivicc ideas until
the mo
ovement arriives into its last
l resolutio
on, a B diminnish chord ((see Figure 29).

Figuree 29: Cordero
o: Cello Sonatta, mvmt. II, mm.
m 71-84.
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Third Movement: Vivace
The third movement is written in A-B-A ternary form. In comparison with the other
two, this movement is outlined by Panamanian “strong rhythms” 61 punto and mejorana.
The occurrence of hemiolas can be found as this movement progresses, which consists of
“the articulation of two units of triple meter as if they were notated as three units of duple
metre.”62 Hemiolas are components of the native Panamanian rhythm in the mejorana and
punto.63 Another characteristic of this part is a vast section played in pizzicato: for example,
at the beginning of the piece. Last but not least, the third movement utilizes the greatest
range and variety of permutations. In Figure 30, the matrix shows the rows used in the first
movement and Figure 31 shows the form diagram of the Allegro molto appassionato
movement.
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Figure 30: Rows used in the third movement.
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III Movement: Vivace
A
Theme Group

a1

a2

a3

a4

mm.

1-26

27-52

53-84

85-102

B
Theme Group

b1

b2

mm.

37-43

44-52
A’

Theme Group

a5

a6

a7

a8

CODA

mm.

127-148

149-162

163-179

180-191

180-218

Figure 31: Form diagram of the Allegro molto appassionato movement.
The first A section is comprised of four subsections: (a1) mm. 1-26, (a2) mm. 2752, (a3) mm. 53-84, (a4) mm. 85-102. What characterizes subsection (a1) from subsections
(a2) and (a3) is the use of the same melodic contour from the two bar introduction of (a1)
where each is developed differently. In comparison with (a1) and (a2), (a3) begins the
section with an augmentation of the main theme of (a1) and the second motive is the same
as m. 2 of (a1). Group (a4) on the other hand, is rhythmically related to the beginning of the
piece with a persistent group of 6/8 pedal notes. The section ends with the main motivic
cell of the beginning of the piece in mm. 100-103. In contrast with the first movement, that
also uses the prime row, the third movement uses the 6/8-meter form the mejorana rhythm,
giving a completely different texture and contour to the movement.
Subsection (a1) initiates the piece by using each member of the prime row in the
cello line. In the piano staff line, Cordero elaborates the accompaniment with members of
the permutation P2. In mm. 2-6, the music responds to the motivic idea presented in the
cello line. Landing in the accompaniment moving in a descending line with members of
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permu
utation P2, th
hen landing in the prime row in m. 7 with syncoppated rhythm
ms, thus
creatin
ng a differen
nt texture in the
t accompaaniment of thhe cello (seee Figure 32).

Figuree 32: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III,
I mm. 1-1 0.
In Figure 33
3 , we can appreciate
a
an
n example off a traditionaal mejorana rrhythm from
m
Panam
ma. The melo
ody for a mej
ejorana is usu
ually given tto the rabel, a three-strinng fiddle from
m
this reegional instru
ument.
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Figuree 33: Rabel rhythmic
r
linee.64
Cordero co
ontinues elab
borating thiss section by ggiving the m
main motivic idea to the
piano in m. 15. Meeanwhile, in
n m. 17, the permutation
p
I4 further deevelops the ttheme until
m.26.
Sub-group (a2) continu
ues the musiic with the saame 6/8 tem
mpo marking. The motiviic
idea iss slightly diffferent from (a1) becausee permutatioon I6 overlaps with the prrime row.
Techn
nically, this passage
p
is more demandiing for the ccello; due to the leaps and gestures
created
d by glissand
do techniquee. Such textu
ure helps to ccreate intereesting sounds. In m. 29,
the piaano begins to
o elaborate a new texturee through long leaps bettween the nootes (see
Figuree 34). This gesticulation will be deveeloped in m. 33 by increasing the rhyythmic cell
containing groups of three to eight
e
8th nottes. Refer to Figure 34 too find such rrhythmic celll
increaases.
In m. 32, the
t elaboratiion of (a2), resumes
r
withh a different texture. Thee texture is
created
d by groups of long notees containing
g members oof the prime row. These augmented
long notes
n
includee: a) dotted quarter
q
note, b) dotted quuarter slurredd to an 8th nnote (thus
momeentarily creatting a syncop
pation), follo
owed by c) a dotted quarrter slurred tto a quarter.
All off these happeen in mm 33--42. The piano also channges its conttour through the elaboratte
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Narciiso Garay, Trad
diciones y Can
ntares de Panam
ma. (Panama: L
Litho Impresorra Panamá S.A
A., 1982), pp. 1991.
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cycless of leaps fro
om one integ
ger to another with rhythm
mic patternss of syncopatted eighth
notes separated
s
by
y an eighth reests, found in members oof the permuutation I11 (ssee Figure 355).

Figuree 34: Corderro: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III,
I mm.25-332.

Figuree 35: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III,
I mm.33-337.
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The closing
g section of (a2), takes over
o
from mm
m. 47-54 onnwards. In thhis section, w
we
can heear how Cord
dero manipu
ulates the row
w I0 by repeaating the sam
me material iin mm. 48-449.
Afterw
wards, the seection finishees with severral pizzicatoo double stopps built from
m integers 7
and 2, thus creatin
ng a b minor chord (see Figure
F
36).

o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III,
I mm. 47--51 (a2) clossing section.
Figuree 36: Cordero
After the reeiteration off chords, a su
udden glissanndo appears in the cello line. This
section
n closes with
h chords built by integerrs 5 and 9 (f minor harm
monies) downn to integers 4
and 10
0 (e minor) (see
(
Figure 37).
3
In-group th
heme (a3), th
he music con
ntinues with the same inntensity contaained in the
beginn
ning of the piece.
p
The seection beginss in mm. 53--54, with thee piano preseenting a new
w
contou
ur through a sequence fo
ormed by an ascending liine of chord members off the
permu
utation I11 an
nd the prime row. Becausse of some oof its rhythm
mic formulas,, it is difficult
to find
d an appropriate sound color for the piano
p
in thiss section. Ass before, the piano needss
to imittate a percusssive instrum
ment withoutt losing its toone quality. A
As seen in 7 the motive
previo
ously presentted in the inttroduction off (a1) this thheme is deveeloped througgh hemiolas in
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the celllo part, mm
m. 55-56. In m.
m 57, the mu
usic repeats the same rhhythmic charracteristics of
the maain theme in (a1).

Figuree 37: Cordeero: Cello Sonata,
S
mvm
mt. III, mm
m. 52-59. C
Closing sectiion in (a3) &
beginn
ning of sectio
on (a3).
Cordero th
hen imitates mm.
m 3-4 from
m (a1) an occtave lower iin m. 60. Thhis is
elaborrated through
h an ascendin
ng line comp
posed by inttegers 2, 3, 66, 8 of the prrime row.
These integers aree shaped in th
he cello line with artificiial harmonicc sounds. Thhis short
passag
ge found in mm.
m 60 is tecchnically ch
hallenging foor the cellist for several rreasons. Thee
first on
ne is the relaatively fast speed
s
of the movement, aalong with a sudden chaange of left
hand position
p
from
m having to pluck
p
the strring the meassure before. Secondly, tthe nature off
the lefft hand moveement descriibed above makes
m
the cleear executioon of those arrtificial
harmo
onics a difficculty of its ow
wn (see Figu
ure 38).
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Figuree 38: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III,
I mm. 60--63.
We observ
ve that the mu
usic retains its melodic ccontour in m
mm. 61-72 frrom mm. 33-43 in the
t cello. Th
hen in mm. 73
7 -76, variattions of the ffour main m
motivic ideas from (a1) caan
be heaard until the closing sectiion of (a3) arrives
a
in mm
m. 77-84. In mm. 77-80, the piano
takes over
o
with thee first two main
m motivic ideas of thee piece, whicch has been w
written with
memb
bers of the prrime row on the left hand
d, and P2 in tthe right hannd. Starting iin mm. 81-884,
both cello
c
and pian
no continue preparing th
he listener foor the next seection by buuilding
excitem
ment throug
gh glissandoss in the cello
o and ascendding lines conntaining perm
mutation P2 in
octavees within thee piano part.
What is ex
xhilarating is how Corderro combiness rows in thiss passage. Foor example, in
the celllo line, P10 is
i the row th
hat has been exploited unntil m. 82 apppears. Meannwhile, the
piano continues th
he musical lin
ne, playing octaves
o
from
m members oof P2 and P4 rows. The
m 82 and the piano line switches
s
to thhe row I11 inn m. 83. Afteerwards,
cello joins P2 in m.
rhythm
mic cells takeen from mottivic ideas fo
ound in (a1) main themee (specificallly in mm. 2-44)
share the
t same meelodic contou
ur in both piano and celllo parts, firstt the piano liine, then the
cello. All of this happens
h
in mm.82
m
throug
gh 84 (see Fiigure 39).
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Figuree 39: Corderro: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III, mm. 80 – 83. Closinng section oof theme grooup
(a3).
Group them
me (a3) is co
ompleted in m.
m 84, similaarly to the ennding of (a22), but insteaad
it finisshes an ascen
nding glissan
ndo from intteger 1 to intteger 7 (see Figure 40).
With no brreaks betweeen sections, subsection
s
(aa4) takes ovver in mm. 855-101, with
more musical
m
exciitement and intensity thaan subsectionns (a1), (a2) and (a3). Thhe (a4)
subsecction is a varriation of rhy
ythmic patterns found inn m. 1, also sserving as linnk to B
section
n. The rhyth
hmic cell whiich creates an
a effect of eexcitement ddepicted throoughout the
entire section, is th
he grouping of eighth no
otes that start
rt at the seconnd half of thhe first beat
fo groups of
o three slurrred eighth no
otes, thus creeating a synccopated rhytthm. In this
with four
passag
ge, we can ob
bserve that Cordero
C
play
ys around wiith the manippulation of rrows: when
playin
ng two or mo
ore lines of different
d
row
ws at the sam
me time, theirr members arre shared. Foor
examp
ple, in m. 89, permutatio
on I11 is foun
nd. On a sepaarate note, inntegers 1 andd 10 are
needed
d to finish th
he row, thus also utilizin
ng permutatioon P2 in the ccello line (seee Figure 41).
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Figuree 40: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III,
I mm 84-991. Subsectioon (a4).
After an up
plifting feeling of excitem
ment createdd by subsecttion (a4) mussic textures
are fin
nalized in an abrupt, emp
phatic F notee in m. 103. This effect iis created thrrough a
rhythm
mic variation
n of m. 1-2 from
fr
(a1), ex
xactly like inn subsection (a2). Howevver, instead oof
ending
g with the in
nteger 5-4 do
ownward, it ends
e
in reverrse (upward)) with a glisssando from
integers 4 to 5. Su
ubsection (a4
4) is finalized
d with membbers of the roow P2 in botth cello and
piano lines, along with membeers of the priime row (seee Figure 41).
Another in
nteresting feaature in this movement
m
iss the organizzation of a sppecific
nce made by
y the connecttion of two distinctive
d
sllow sectionss. One is takeen from the
sequen
first movement,
m
an
nd the other comes from
m the third moovement (juust the slow m
material). Thhis
is deveeloped throu
ugh three secctions that sh
hare the sam
me melodic coontour, whicch is found inn
the oriiginal motivee of Movem
ment I in its own
o b1 sectioon. Cordero cleverly seqquences the
first an
nd third mov
vements, ind
dicating the tempo
t
markiings in each group from a fast to a
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slow pace.
p
For insstance, the firrst movemen
nt has a secttion marked Moderato Q
Quasi Andantte
(quarteer ca. 72) an
nd another seection named
d Andante Q
Quasi Adagioo (quarter caa. 69), and thhe
third movement
m
co
ontains a secction Molto Adagio
A
(quaarter ca. 60) (see Figure 4
42).

Figuree 41:Cordero
o: Cello Sonaata, mvmt. III, mm. 100--103.

Figuree 42: Cordero: Cello Son
nata, mm. 51
1-58 (I mvm
mt.), mm. 1355-137 (I mvm
mt.), mm. 1003106 (III mvmt.). Slow
S
themes from movem
ment I and III.
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Analysis of the return to the third movement is market by this slow, lyrical next
section. This B’ section is divided in two subsections - b1 (mm.103-118) and b2 (mm. 118131). This section is a reprise of (b1) from the first movement. In this movement, (b1)
quotes the first exact melody line from measures (54-56) from the first movement and as a
whole, the section is longer than the previous two (b) sections from the first movement.
As in the Moderato quasi andante section, music in (b1) is shaped by permutation
R0 and the same cello line from mm.54-56 (b1, Movement I) in mm. 103-106. Therefore,
these rows give a natural identity that differentiates this section from the rest of the piece;
where the prime row usually is the predominant row that marks the melodic line on each
section. The piano line, in comparison with the (b1) section from the Moderato quasi
andante, creates a different texture with members of the prime row and then with members
of permutation R10. The music in m. 113 is shaped by the addition of a new row R5 (4, 1,
11, 8, 7, 0, 6, 5, 2, 3, 9, 10), which overlaps in m. 106 with permutation R0 (see Figure 43).
Subsection (b1) ends in a tranquil state on pitch class 2 (d natural) in m. 118.
Subsection (b2) contains an alternation of angry and dreamy characters, the latter ending
the section. The piano begins (b2) in m.118 with the next theme group, which is based on
permutation R0. It continues this phrase with the main motive presented in m.103: at first in
the right hand, then in the left hand. This is created by passing the motivic cell of integers
8, 6, 3, 2, 7 of the melody in the left hand through a descending major second interval,
happening in mm. 118-119.
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Figuree 43: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III,
I mm. 1033-107. (b1) sslow section introductionn.
The alternaation of charracters is mo
ore noticeablle as the mussic progressees. Abruptly,
the celllo is indicatted to perform
m rough sou
unds in mm. 121-122.5, followed byy soft
harmo
onics starting
g from the laast beat of m.122, extendding to m. 1223. The pianno on the othher
hand continues
c
developing thee main motiv
vic idea from
m the beginnning of the piiece (mm.1-22)
with members
m
of the
t prime row
w in mm. 12
21-123 (see F
Figure 44).
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Figuree 44: Corderro: Cello So
onata, mvmt.. III, mm. 1 16-123, endd of (b1) andd beginning of
(b2).
nation of moo
ods continuees until the eend of the secction. It conncludes with a
This altern
quite and
a serene ch
haracter, utilizing permu
utation R0 inn the cello annd R5 in the ppiano (see
Figuree 45).

Figuree 45:Cordero
o: Cello Sonaata, mvmt. III, mm. 124-- 126, end of section (b11).
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Once the laast notes from
m section B are played, the recapituulation A’ revvives the
excitem
ment. A’ occcurs in mm. 132-218 and
d is composeed of subsecctions: (a5) m
mm. 131-1488,
(a6) mm.
m 149-162, (a7) mm. 163-179,
1
(a8) mm. 180-1191 and the C
CODA (mm
m. 192-218). In
this seection, Cordeero restates the
t ideas preesented in paart A by elabborating them
m in a varietyy
of form
ms. Furtherm
more, due to the nature of
o these varioous rhythmiccal forms, thhe performerrs
can play this final section with
h more joy and
a excitemeent.
The piano initiates sub
bsection (a5) through a vvariation of thhe main them
me from mm
m.
1-2 at (a1) in mm. 132-133 wiith members of permutattion P2 in thee left hand, aand P1 in thee
right hand.
h
Then, an
a answer to
o the musical statement m
made by the piano is followed by a
two-baar motivic id
dea in the cello in mm. 133-135 invoolving permuutation RI0. A
All this is
repeatted by elaborrating of thiss conversatio
on (see Figurre 46).

Figuree 46: Corderro: Cello So
onata, mvmtt. III, mm. 1127-129. Ennd of sectionn (b1) and tthe
beginn
ning of sectio
on (a5).

Once the laast notes from
m section B are played, the recapituulation A’ revvives the
excitem
ment. A’ occcurs in mm. 132-218 and
d is composeed of subsecctions: (a5) m
mm. 131-1488,
(a6) mm.
m 149-162, (a7) mm. 163-179,
1
(a8) mm. 180-1191 and the C
CODA (mm
m. 192-218). In
this seection, Cordeero recapitullates the ideaas presented in part A byy elaboratingg them in a
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variety
y of forms. Furthermore
F
, due to the nature
n
of varrious rhythm
mical forms, the
perforrmers can plaay this final section with
h more joy annd excitement due to thee nature of
variou
us rhythmicaal forms expllained earlierr in the chappter.
The piano initiates sub
bsection (a5) through a vvariation of thhe main them
me from mm
m.
1-2 at (a1) in mm. 132-133: with
w memberss of permutaation P2 in thhe left hand, and P1 in thhe
right hand.
h
Then, an
a answer to
o the musical statement m
made by the piano is followed by a
two-baar motivic id
dea in the cello in mm. 133-135 invoolving permuutation RI100. All this is
repeatted by elaborrating the co
onversation (see
(
Figure 4
47).

Figuree 47: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III
I , mm. 1355-143. Subsection (a5) iintroduction.
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Cordero reepeats mm. 1-6
1 (a1) in mm.
m 143-148 (a5), closinng the sectionn with
glissan
ndo moving upwards in m. 148 (see Figure 48).

Figuree 48: Cello Sonata
S
Moveement III, mm
m. 144-148. Ending of ssection (a5).
After subseection (a5), the
t music moves
m
to subssection (a6) in mm. 149.. This sectionn
sharess the same rh
hythmic charracteristics of
o subsectionn (a4) in the cello line, buut what diffeers
in thiss subsection, is that it retu
urns to the prime
p
row innstead of perrmutation P2. Since (a6) is
reacheed through th
he continuou
us repetition of chords, oone hears in theses line ccreated by thhe
piano and cello (seee Figure 49).

Figuree 49: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III,
I mm. 1499-152. Beginnning of Section (a6).
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Subsection
n (a6) ends with
w upward glissando ass seen in the ending of suubsection
(a4). After
A
the glisssando, a graand pause occcurs in m. 1162. This efffect helps to prepare the
listeneer for the nex
xt section. After
A
a G.P. in 9/8, subse ction (a7) arrrives.
Subsection
n (a7) (mm.163-179) shaares materiall in the cello line from thhe subsectionn
(a2) (m
mm.37-43). The
T cello lin
ne begins thee subsection with members of the prrime row.
Subseq
quently, the line continu
ues with perm
mutation P2. Meanwhile,, the prime rrow remains
until m.
m 165, when
n the left han
nd line of thee piano conttinues the linne with perm
mutation P2
(see Fiigure 50).

Figuree 50: Corderro: Cello So
onata, mvmtt. III, mm. 1161-169. Ennd of sectionn (a6) and tthe
beginn
ning of sectio
on (a7).
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Subsection
ns (a7) and (aa8) are conn
nected in the following m
manner. In thhe cello linee,
instead
d of connectting the two sections (a7 and a8) witth glissando,, Cordero bleends (a7) (m
m.
79) wiith (a8) (m. 180)
1
with a long
l
note-utilizing integger 2 (D natuural) from peermutation P2.
In the piano line, music
m
from (a7)
(
is finalized with inteeger 5 from permutationn R0 in the
right hand,
h
whereaas permutatio
on I0 is utilizzed in the left hand. Subbsequently, thhe prime row
w
in (a8)) continues in
i m.180, bo
oth in the celllo line as weell as the piaano part. We can see thatt
in m. 180,
1 the inteeger 11, doess note fit in the
t chord, beecause it doees not follow
ws in the ordeer
of its row,
r
but we can consider that the intteger is connnected with iinteger 11 inn m. 82.
ous Subsectio
on (a8) arriv
ves in m. 1800. It is organnized by the combinationn
The vigoro
of frag
gments from
m first measurre of (a7) in m. 180 and by developiing sequencees from
measu
ures 87-88 frrom subsection (a4) in mm.
m 183-187 (see Figure 51).

Figuree 51: Cordeero: Cello Sonata,
S
mvm
mt. III, mm
m. 179-186. End of secction (a7) aand
beginn
ning section (a8).
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After the fervent
fe
bars in
i mm. 182-187, Corderoo elaboratess the closing of the
subsecction from m.
m 188-191 by
b adding hem
miolas in mm
m. 188-189 in the cello lline. This is
shaped
d by double stops with members
m
of the
t permutattion I7. In thee piano, chords formed bby
memb
bers of the prrime row in the
t right han
nd are playedd continuoussly, whereas aggressive
groupss of four sixtteenth notes are played on
o each beatt using the leeft hand. By creating eveen
more rhythmic
r
acttivity, this paart is clearly
y the climax oof the sectioon (see Figurre 52).

Figuree 52: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III,
I mm. 1877-190.
This segmeent ends in m.
m 191 with another glisssando from iinteger 10 too integer 10 an
octavee higher.
Finally thee coda arrives in m. 192. It continuess building the excitemennt that
characcterizes sectiion (a8) with
h the prime row.
r
This secction preparees the listeneer for its
grandiiose end. The piano takees the lead by
y starting a ddescending lline with mem
mbers of thee
prime row in the right
r
hand an
nd members of permutatiion R11 in thhe left hand. This sectionn
is a fraagmentation of the materrial presenteed at the begginning of thee piece from
m mm. 192198. We
W observe that
t in m. 19
94, Cordero created
c
anothher puzzle w
with rows. Inn the cello linne,
he starrted with thee prime row, but integer 4 is missingg in the line. We see this happening iin
the lasst beat of m. 194 in the leeft hand of the
t piano linne, also as meember of thee permutatioon
R0 (see Figure 53).
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Figuree 53: Corderro: Cello Son
nata mvmt. III,
I mm. 191-194. (a8) ennding coda.
In mm. 199
9, the prime row starts taaking over thhe section inn both cello aand piano
parts. A cello line develops the row with a motivic ideea from integgers 2, 3, 6, and 8. Thesee
integers are combiined with tw
wo groups off nine conseccutive eighthh notes in thee cello. In thhe
piano, Cordero elaaborates grou
ups of two and
a three connsecutive notes that in m
m. 206 finallyy
becom
me a single melody
m
in thee cello line (see Figure 544).

Figuree 54: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III,
I mm. 2022-208.
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In m. 210, the sonority
y created at th
he fortissimoo is extended for a full tthree bars,
while alternating with
w integer 2 (D naturaal), until the arrival of m
m.213. In mm
m. 213-214,
Cordero connects two differen
nt hexachord
ds with perm
mutations RO aand P0 mirrooring the row
w.
y in m. 114 the
t piece con
ncludes by using
u
every ssingle membber of the priime row in tthe
Finally
cello line
l and in th
he piano, thee reverse of the
t prime row
w, R0 in mm
m. 217 (see F
Figure 55).

Figuree 55: Cordero
o: Cello Son
nata, mvmt. III,
I mm. 2100-214.
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Soliloquio No. 6 for Cello Solo
The following section describes the structure and provides an analysis of Soliloquio.
No. 6. Soliloquio is a piece that can be described as a solo sonata for cello with three
complex movements. The movements are not organized in the common style of classical or
romantic sonata, but they are mostly characterized by the style of song and dances from
Panamanian or Latin American rhythmic patterns. These patterns reflect various moods and
tempo changes. The overall structure of the piece is as follows: First movement: slowmoderato- fast – slow, Second movement: slow, and Third movement: fast.
According to Cordero’s memoirs, the writing of the first movement was interrupted
-and the second movement inspired- by the loss of a close friend of his, which accounts for
its solemn mood. He later resumed his work on the first movement and upon its’
completion of the first movement, he used the main motive from the second movement to
craft the joyful mood of the third.
So I stopped writing the first movement of the piece for Ko, and wrote the
second movement—Lento e tristo—just to show my sadness for losing the
friend. After I finished the second movement, I went back and completed the
first—and then took the motive of the sad second movement and exploited
that for the last movement—with some dance character—an affirmation of
life. So, that was the reason for that so sad movement in the Soliloquios
número seis [1992].65
Cordero uses three different matrixes for this piece. There is a “mother” matrix used
during the entire piece –that can be referred to as Matrix I-. In the second movement
Cordero uses Matrix I with the addition of a new matrix, Matrix II. In the third movement,
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Cordero, “Roque’s Memoirs,” 158. Informal memories of Roque Cordero kindly provided by Marie
Labombile.
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he uses Matrix I and II plus a third matrix, Matrix III. Figure 56, Figure 57, and Figure 58
show the matrixes and rows used in each movement.
Matrix I
P0 = 4, 5, 11, 2, 1, 8, 10, 9 , 0, 6, 7, 3

I0 = 4, 3, 9, 6, 7, 0, 10, 11, 8, 2, 1, 5

P11 = 3, 4, 10, 1, 0, 7, 9, 8, 11, 5, 6, 2

RI2 = 7, 3, 4, 10, 1, 0, 2, 9, 8, 11, 5, 6

R11 = 2, 6, 5, 11, 8, 9, 7, 0, 1, 10, 4 , 3

RI0 = 5, 1, 2, 8, 11, 10, 0, 7, 6, 9, 3, 4

Figure 56: Matrix and rows used in the first movement: Adagio.

Matrix I

Matrix II
P0 = 5, 1, 0, 3, 11, 8, 9, 6, 4, 2, 10, 7

RI2 = 7, 3, 4, 10, 1, 0, 2, 9, 8, 11, 5, 6

P9 = 2, 10, 9, 0, 8, 5, 6, 3, 1, 11, 7, 4
I0 = 5, 9, 10, 7, 11, 2, 1, 4, 6, 8, 0, 3

Figure 57: Matrixes and rows used in the second movement: Largo e tristo
Matrix I
P0 = 4, 5, 11, 2, 1, 8, 10, 9, 0, 6, 7, 3

P7 = 11, 0, 6, 9, 8, 3, 5, 4, 7, 1, 2, 10

P3 = 7, 8, 2, 5, 4, 11, 1, 0, 3, 9, 10, 6

R11= 2, 6, 5, 11, 8, 9, 7, 0, 1, 10, 4, 3

P5 = 9, 10, 4, 7, 6, 1, 3, 2, 5, 11, 0, 8

I8 = 0, 11, 5, 2, 3, 8, 6, 7, 4, 10, 9, 1
RI2 = 7, 3, 4, 10, 1, 0, 2, 9, 8, 11, 5, 6

I0 = 4, 3, 9, 6, 7, 0, 10, 11, 8, 2, 1, 5,

Matrix II
P0 = 5, 1, 0, 3, 11, 8, 9, 6, 4, 2, 10, 7

R2 = 9, 0, 4, 6, 8, 11, 10, 1, 5, 2, 3, 7

R0 = 7, 10, 2, 4, 6, 9, 8, 11, 3, 0, 1, 5

I0 = 5, 9, 10, 7, 11, 2, 1, 4, 6, 8, 0, 3

Matrix III
P0 = 4, 8, 7, 2, 1, 3, 11, 10, 0, 5, 9, 6
Figure 58: Matrixes and rows used in the third movement: Vivace
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First Movement: Adagio - Allegretto
All movements use a row from the matrix of the prime row (4, 5, 11, 2, 1, 8, 10, 9,
0, 6, 7, 3) presented at the beginning of the piece. The first movement is organized in a
rondo form. The first section begins in a very slow tempo, which we will refer to as section
A. This “Adagio” serves as the introduction to the piece, after which the music accelerates
through the use of syncopation ultimately arriving in the Andante section. Once again, the
music slows down only to speed up again as it approaches the playful Allegretto, or Csection. This movement will conclude with the slow character of theme one. Figure 59
shows the structure of the first movement and Figure 60 highlights in color the rows used.

Adagio
1-18
A

Andante
19-45
B

Adagio
46-52
A

Allegretto
53-100
C

Meno mosso
101-11
Transition

Allegretto
112-116
C

Adagio
118-121
A

Molto Adagio
122-127
Coda

Figure 59: Structure of the first movement of the Soliloquio No 6 for Cello solo.
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RI9
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RI4
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3
0
1
6
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2
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7
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RI6

I5
9
8
2
11
0
5
3
4
1
7
6
10
RI5

I8
0
11
5
2
3
8
6
7
4
10
9
1
RI8

I2
6
5
11
8
9
2
0
1
10
4
3
7
RI2

I3
7
6
0
9
10
11
1
2
11
5
4
8
RI3

I11
3
2
8
5
6
11
9
10
7
1
0
4
RI11

Figure 60: Matrix I used in Cordero: Soliloquio No. 6 for Cello solo, first movement.
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R0
R11
R5
R2
R3
R8
R6
R7
R4
R10
R9
R1

The first movement,
m
Adagio
A
begin
ns with an inttroduction oof eighteen m
measures
where the music has
h a quasi-im
mprovisatory
y quality. Itss rhythmic ggesture is creeated from a
long single note in
n crescendo to
t a second note.
n
After few beats reest the gesturre repeats
itself in
i accelerand
do and ultim
mately complletes its stateement of the row. The saame motivic
idea, presented
p
in the first fourr bars, is dev
veloped throoughout the eentire introdu
duction. The
musicaal idea landss on a soft an
nd quiet notee, giving a feeeling of cullmination off a rite.
Cordero introducees the prime row 4, 5, 11, 2, 1, 8, 10,, 9, 0, 6, 7, 3 first, and thhen two
permu
utations - R111 (2, 6, 5, 11, 8, 9, 7, 0, 1,
1 10, 4, 3) an
and (I0) (4, 3,, 9, 6, 7, 0, 110, 11, 8, 2, 1,
5) - wiithout speciffying a defin
nite tempo marking.
m
The music is orgganized by a succession of
differeent measuress with three, five, and eig
ght beats perr measures. A
Although thhere is no tim
me
signatu
ure, Cordero
o specifies a metronome marking of a quarter noote = 66 (BPM
M). The maiin
motiviic idea in thiis section is presented
p
in
n the first twoo measures, with the rhyythmic valuee
of a do
otted half-no
ote in the firsst measure, followed
f
by two 32nd nootes. The sam
me pattern iss
repeatted in the folllowing two measures, however in thhe fourth meeasure he addds a single
32nd note,
n
which actually
a
is th
he third integ
ger of the prrime row. Figgure 61 show
ws the
diagraam of the firsst motivic deevelopment.

Figuree 61: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm. 1--4.

m
of “libero”
“
and “(slow)” in the fifth meeasure, this ppassage slow
wly
With the marking
acceleerates leading
g towards a tempo
t
in m. 9. This shoort “libero” ttransitions beegins with
68

inter 11
1 and termin
nates with in
nteger zero (0).
(
A new musical gestture is createed by
repetittion of integer 4, 5, 11, th
hen 2, 1, and
d 8, etc., Corrdero repeatts the integerrs 11, 2
6
severaal times (see Figure 62).66

Figuree 62: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm 5- 10.
The second
d permutatio
on (R2) is intrroduced at thhe end of m 6. From thee duple eightth
notes in
i m. 6 onto the triplet’ss eighth notes in m. 7 thee phrase conttinues drivinng until m.
eighth
h were the main motive of
o the piece is
i now preseented again. This createss the feelingg
of fam
miliarity, even
n though it is
i transposed
d down a maajor third. Thhe followingg motivic
develo
opment untill m. 18 with the permutaation P4 endss this sectionn with the firrst integer (P
P4 )
of the prime row (P
( 0). This sug
ggests that th
he music is rreturning to the place whhere
everytthing began (see Figure 63
6 ).

Figuree 63: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm 8- 18.
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Casall, “Panamanian
n Art Music for Strings:”
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A seductiv
ve dancing rh
hythm begins the Andantte. This secttion is faster in cut time
with a marking off a quarter no
ote at 80 (BP
PM). These iinitial bars arre mark withh pizzicato. It
appearrs that the rh
hythm here iss taken from
m the rhythm
mic cinquillo cell. The cinnquillo cell
comess from the tw
wentieth centtury Cuban ballroom
b
dannce Cuban ddanzón. The danzón wass
often composed
c
fo
or small grou
ups of musiccians called ccharanga. Innstruments ffor charangaa
consissted of piano
o, flute, violin
n, acoustic bass,
b
timbalees, and guiroo. The rhythm
m consists of a
cinquiillo figure fo
ollowed by fo
our-quarter notes
n
(see Fiigure 64).67 C
Couples ofteen dance to tthe
music in close possitions.68 Thee same patteern is repeateed in m. 21 aand m. 22.

Figuree 64: Cinquilllo rhythmicc cell on danzzon. 69
From mm. 23-41, alterrnating 2/4 and 3/4 rhythhms as well aas alternating arco and
pizzicaato, further develop
d
the motivic
m
ideaa from mm. 19 and 20. S
Subsequentlyy, the
permu
utation I0 and
d the permutaation R11, an
nd RI0 alternnate as well. The syncopaated Cuban
danzón
n rhythmic is
i used twicee here from mm.
m 19-22. R
Row I0 is ussed here for tthese
measu
ures. The cin
nquillo patteern sequences and reappeears in a grazzioso characcter
introdu
ucing new variants
v
in th
he rhythm un
ntil reaching the end of thhis section inn m. 42 (seee
Figuree 65).
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Williiam Gradante and
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Universsity Press, acceessed March 31
1, 2014.
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Ibid.
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Oxfo
ord Music Online, "Ex.1 Ciinquillo Rhyth
hm,” Grove M
Music Online. Oxford Musicc Online. Oxfo
ford
Universsity Press, acceessed Septembeer 24, 2014,
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Figuree 65: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm. 199-41
The music arrives in att m. 42 with quasi cadennza feeling w
with the perm
mutation RI0
(5, 1, 2,
2 8, 11, 10, 0, 7, 6, 9, 3,, 4). This perrmutation is introduced for the first and only tim
me
in the entire piece. The passag
ge culminates with a ralllentando mar
arking in m. 445, to finallyy
p
tempo
o back to thee Adagio. Thhe music reverts to the saame rhythmiic
arrive in m. 46 in primo
and motivic
m
materrial found in the beginnin
ng of the Addagio (see Figure 66).

Figuree 66: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm. 422-49.
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Yet anotheer quasi-imprrovisatory id
dea drives thhe musical geesture with aan acceleranndo
from m.50
m to m. 52, with the permutation
p
R11. Flexibiility of tempoo is felt throough the
instrucction of acceelerando and
d rallentando
o until the arrrival at the A
Allegretto (ssee Figure 677).

Figuree 67: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm.500-52
This Allegrretto or C-seection is orgaanized with members off the permutaation I8; it
w a four bars
b phrase which
w
progreesses. The teempo here iss bumped upp to 116-126
starts with
(RPM). This passaage from mm
m. 53-64 serv
ves as an inttroduction too the next section where
F
68).
the priimary row reeturns (see Figure

Figuree 68: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm.533-64.
In m. 65, th
his festive tu
une is presen
nted in cut tim
me and it caarries on untiil m. 69, in
this tem
mpo (Figuree 72). This primary melo
ody could bee related to thhe Panamaniian tonada oof
the tam
mborito dancce. The tamb
borito, a Pan
namanian naational dancee in 2/4. Its m
melodic
distincctiveness is the
t contrapu
untal rhythm,, where the ssyncopated aanticipation of the first

72

beat by
y a semiquav
ver almost always
a
occurrs at the end of a phrase.70 A diagram
m of a
Tambo
orito Tonada
a is shown in
n Figure 70. The similarrity can be nooticed in thee rhythmic
pattern
n in Figure 69,
6 with the musical
m
exam
mple in Figuure 70.

Figuree 69: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm. 655-69

Figuree 70: “Y Oreelé” Tamboriito tonada trranscribed byy Roque Corrdero71
The excitem
ment builds in m. 70 as a transitionaal section wiith the use off a new
permu
utation 7, 3, 4,
4 10, 1, 0, 2,
2 9, 8, 11, 5,, 6 (RI2). By adding grouups of 6 tripllets per beat
and a molto
m
cresceendo we can
n hear the inttensification that continuues until m. 775 (see Figuure
71).
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71
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Figuree 71: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm. 700-75.
Presenting six triplets per
p beat for three
t
tripletss per beat in m. 75, Corddero prepares
us to return
r
to the tonada. From
m mm. 76 – 81, elementts of the rhyt
ythmic patterrns of the
clave, are present. Specifically
y, they can be
b heard in m
m. 77 and m. 79 (see Figuure 72). Thee
clave, has the distiinctive feel of
o the Salsa dance genree. It incorporrates elemennts of Cuban
and Pu
uerto Rican dance
d
styles with influen
nces from jaazz. The clavve is based uupon a
foundaation of interrlocking rhy
ythmic ostina
ato, and can be felt as eitther a 3+2 oor 2+3
pattern
n72 (see Figu
ure 73).

Figuree 72: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm. 766-81.

Figuree 73: Clave rhythm.
r
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The tonada
a returns witth the same permutation
p
: 4, 3, 9, 6, 77, 0, 10, 11, 8, 2, 1, 5 (I0)
in m. 82
8 and is dev
veloped untiil m. 100. In this sectionn, Cordero crreates the meelodic themee
by gro
ouping memb
bers of the permutation
p
I0, [4,3] & [99, 6,7, 0, 10,, 11, 8] (see Figure 74).

Figuree 74: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm. 822-100.
A new ideaa is expresseed in m. 101 with the douuble stop tecchnique. Witth the
permu
utation I8 and
d the pedal note
n D or inteeger 2, Corddero creates a new sounddscape
sudden
nly writing sustained
s
wh
hole and halff notes suggeesting ambigguous tonalitties from D
major to minor D, D being thee pedal, in mm.
m 101-104 , we can imaagine tonal hharmony as
the chords change from D min
nor to other parsimoniou
p
us chords.
Acceleratio
on continuess in the following measuures. The peddal D continuues until m.
109 allternating wiith major and
d minor chorrds. For exam
mple, in m. 105 we can hear G majoor
chord.. Figure 75, shows
s
the allternating sonorities in m
mm. 105-1111.
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Measu
ure

105

Sonoriity

G
major

106

107

108

109

110

111

D7

Bb major/ b
minor
m

G#
minor
m

G## minor/ D
m
major 7th

G minor
7th

G minor 7th/
Eb majoor

Figuree 75: Parsimo
onious smoo
oth voice leaading from m
mm. 105 – 1111.
Finally, in
n m. 111 we arrive (at leaast) the sugggestion of Ebb major. Thee section
sudden
nly reverts to
o the Allegreetto in m. 11
12 (see Figurre 76). Cordeero connectss the previouus
section
n with ironicc and sarcasttic sounds, using
u
glissanndo and pizziicato, withinn the
permu
utation of RI2. All this seerves as tran
nsition in retuurn to the A section.

Figuree 76: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. I, mm. 1005 – 118.
A short fiv
ve measures Adagio
A
returrns, leading the movemeent towards M
Molto adagiio
or cod
da, with a tem
mpo marking
g of 30. Thiss final phrasee employs piitch materiall from
permu
utation P0 on a solemn an
nd closes in a whisperingg harmonic E
Eb in pianisssimo (see
Figuree 77).
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Figuree 77: Soliloquio No. 6, mvmt.
m
I, mm.. 115-127.
Second Movemen
nt: Largo e trristo
The second
d movementt is the slow movement oof the piece. The music ccan be
describ
bed as a med
ditative tunee, that later reeturns to thee melancholiic idea in a romantic
chorall of double sttops. Small music
m
ideas are built witth whisperinng sounds created by thee
combiination of su
ul-pontecello technique and
a tremolo nnotes. The m
music continuues to a
sudden
n repetition of
o dissonantt chords (G, F#, E) creatiing the sounnd of someonne creaming in
agony. Chords thaat are membeers of the priime row of tthe second m
matrix P0 makke these
sounds. Following
g the dissonaant chords, th
he music retuurns to a moournful and ddying mood..
This movement
m
is divided in three section
ns. The main length of eaach section is organized by
melod
dic, temporall, and rhythm
mic patterns, rather than through choordal progresssions from
the diaatonic scaless or classicall or romanticc sonata form
ms. This anaalysis appliess to the entire
piece. Neverthelesss, the overall movementt is organizeed in a ternarry form: A, B
B, A’ form
(see Figure 78).
A
B
A
A’
B
a
bb
a’
bb’
a
Figuree 78: Structu
ure of the II movement
m
of the Soliloqquio No. 6 foor cello solo..
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a’

Rather than saturating every single possibility in the application of a row, a new
matrix is added, from the Matrix II only the prime row P0 (5,1, 0, 3, 11, 8, 9, 6, 4, 2, 1), the
permutation I10 (5, 9, 10, 7, 11, 2, 1, 4, 6, 8, 0, 3), and P9 (2, 10, 9, 0, 8, 5, 6, 3, 1, 11, 7, 4)
are used (Figure 79). From the Matrix I, the permutation RI10 (7, 3, 4, 10, 1, 0, 2, 9, 8, 11,
5, 6) is the only one used (Figure 79). It could be assumed that Cordero mixed the two
matrixes in one movement to be innovative and add a new musical line with a new row.
Figure 79 shows the table of row in color used in Matrix I, and Figure 80 the rows in colors
used in Matrix II.
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Figure 79: Matrix I used in Soliloquio No. 6 for Cello solo, second movement.
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Figuree 80: Matrix II used in So
oliloquio No
o. 6 for Celloo solo, seconnd movemennt.
The second
d movementt “Largo e trristo,” is pressented by P0 (5, 1, 0, 3, 111, 8, 9, 6, 44,
2, 10, 7) from Mattrix II. Follo
owing a four bar motivic idea, the meelody movess down from
m
the intteger 5 (F), a major third
d to the integ
ger 1 (Db). T
The same mootivic idea iss repeated
from the
t third inteeger of the P0: 3 (Eb), wh
hich moves ddown a majoor third to thhe integer 11
(Cb). The
T ensuing
g music respo
onds with an
n ascending bboth in regisster and dynaamics, whichh
lands on
o the integeer 7, which in
i this case can
c be heardd as a leadingg tone to inteeger 5. Integger
5 is th
he first integeer of the perm
mutation I0 in
i m. 8 (See Figure 81).

Figuree 81: Corderro: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. II, mm. 1 – 7.
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Cordero writes a four bar
b descendiing melody tto form a ressponse to thee theme
presen
nted at the beeginning of the
t movement in m. 8 w
with the perm
mutation I0. Inn m. 12, he
contin
nues transitio
on with this melodic
m
ideaa for anotherr three bars. The music ccontinues wiith
the row
w P0, dividin
ng the movem
ment with th
he followingg form of: a ––b –a form ((see Figure
82).

Figuree 82: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. II, mm. 8 – 18 .
The compllete section ends
e
in m. 24
4 with the innteger 7, the last integer of the P0 froom
the Maatrix II. Cord
dero uses eaach row to id
dentify the diifferent musiical ideas am
mong the
movem
ment (see Fig
gure 83).

Figuree 83: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. II, mm. 119-24.
The B secttion of the movement
m
is marked
m
withh the metronnome notation of a quarteer
note =66
= (BMP) as
a well as a request
r
for molto
m
vibratoo. Permutatioon RI2 (7, 3, 4, 10, 1, 0, 22,
80

9, 8, 11, 5, 6), a ro
ow member of
o the Matrix
x I, is enlisteed for this seection. The ppermutation
RI10 is
i a music qu
uotation from
m mm. 72-75
5, and mm. 1112 from thee first movem
ment. The
faster pace, pizzicato, frequency of pausess creates the texture of thhis transitionnal passage.
m
is reflective as if po
ondering a particular
p
thoought. In m. 36 a rapid crescendo
The music
preparres the listen
ner for the cliimax of the second movvement. The music then rreturns to thee
main theme
t
from the
t beginnin
ng of the piecce (see Figurre 84).

Figuree 84: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. II, mm. 225-40.
Cordero’s organization
n of this secttion is uniquue. This chorral sounding passage is a
combiination of tw
wo permutatio
ons, thus giv
ving a sense of tonal direection. We ccan hear in thhe
connecction by parsimonious voice
v
leading
g. Parsimonioous is a term
m given by R
Richard Cohnn,
referriing to the
neo-Riemaannian transfformations, which
w
are gooverned by pparsimoniouus voice
leading ratther than by archetypal fundamentalf
-bass progreessions… Coohn
defines sm
mooth voice leading
l
as motions
m
from
m one chord tto another inn which
only one voices
v
movess by semiton
ne, while all of the otherss hold comm
mon
tones… [o
or] … motion
ns that skip one
o chord inn the system,, one commoon tone
is maintain
ned while thee other tow voices
v
movee by semitonne; and in mootions
that skip to
o chords, all three voicess move by seemitone.73

73

Waxeer, "Salsa,"
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Here, a voice leading between two chords is described as parsimonious if no
intervals are larger than a whole step. Similarly, any close relationship between any two
chords within the tonal harmony system is therefore parsimonious. Although the
methodology in this section is based on the twelve-tone technique and not in the newRiemannian theory, the idea of parsimonious voice leading is useful to consider when
explaining this passage. Also, Cohn’s work centers on triadic voice leading, and the chords
being described are not all triadic. Beginning in m. 41, the main theme reappears but with
accompaniment. The musical idea is presented with the permutation P9 (2, 10, 9, 0, 8, 5, 6,
3, 1, 11, 8) from Matrix II. This is the first and only time this permutation is used in this
arrangement. The theme is accompanied by the prime row P0 that had previously presented
the main theme in the beginning of the movement from mm. 1 - 4. The tonal center here is
D and we can hear the harmony of D minor in the first two beats, moving a half step
downward to Db minor.
In m. 42 the bass moves downward from D-flat to C from beat 4. Bb is on top and
it connects the musical line by suspending the B-flat to A, thus arriving at A minor sonority
in the first two beats. In the fourth beat, A remains but as a member of B-flat major with D
in the bass. D from the bass on beat three from m. 42, moves stepwise to the next chord in
m. 43 to E-flat, where E-flat is the first inversion of C minor, therefore B-flat major from
the previous beat can be heard as the C minor 7th chord. In m. 43, the chord C and E-flat
drop a major third in parallel motion to A-flat minor, but there is no connection between the
two chords. A continuation from the previous beat in m. 42 where A in beat four moves a
half step down to A-flat in beat two from m. 43 can be noticed. Continuing the musical
line, the chord in beat two, A-flat minor, becoming F minor in beat three. F natural in the
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third beat
b moves a half step up
pward to F-ssharp creatinng an augmennted six chord without
resolu
ution, to end on A-flat on
n the bass.
i the bass moves
m
up anoother half steep to A natuural, creatingg a
In the fourtth beat, Ab in
F# min
nor chord. In
n m. 44, we hear a D#7 and
a F# minoor. A voice eexchange occcurs with thee
F# min
nor chord fro
om the previiews chord moving
m
from
m the top voiice to the basse in m. 44
and th
he voice exch
hange is repeeated in m. 45.
4 D#7 is reepeated in m
measure 45, aand it moves to
C# miinor in beats 3 and 4, shaaring the C# as the comm
mon chord. T
The chord m
moves to D
major-- seventh with C# as com
mmon chord
d in m. 46 annd the same cchord is susttained until m
m.
47, wh
here the mussic moves to G minor on
n beat four. M
Members of a whole tonee scale can bbe
found in a descend
ding scale in
nitiating with
h Bb, Ab, F##, E, and D. A voice exchhange occurrs
from g minor in m.
m 48, were G on the top of the chordd moves to E minor in m
m. 49 with G in
the bass. G major 7 follows on
n beat 3 and 4. G continuues as the coommon chorrd from m. 48
w
we heear a C majorr chord with
h a Db as an escape tone in m. 49. Thhe section
– 50, where
culmin
nates in a piaanissimo on Eb major. After
A
the devvelopment off the choral ssection, the
passag
ge ends in m.
m 50 with meembers of th
he prime row
w (P0) (see Fiigure 85).

Figuree 85: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. II, mm. 441-50.
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The b’ secttion begins in
i the fifth beat of m. 50. This sectioon is a conveersation of tw
wo
motiviic ideas that creates a ph
hrase from mm.
m 50-60. T
The conversaation is creatted with
memb
bers of the prrime row of Matrix
M
II wiith a group oof five sixteeenth notes foollowed by ann
eighth
h note in the next beat. The other gro
oup is of fivee eighth notees separated bby eighth rest
with a staccato bow
w stroke. Th
he permutation I0 takes oover the passsage with thee same
motiviic ideas repeeated. Howev
ver, the seco
ond time insttead of usingg five sixteennth notes, foour
are added totaling nine. The reesponding motives
m
are coomposed in artificial harrmonic
sounds. The additiion of the geestures from the B sectioon, for exampple m.31-32 and m. 57i
to the piece
p
(see Figure 86).
58, helps to add a moment of irony

o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. II, mm. 550-64.
Figuree 86: Cordero
The closing
g theme follows with sul ponticello that takes ovver in m. 64,, to launch thhe
music into a suspeenseful sound
d. This excittement buildds with a crescendo and ttremolo bow
w.
ntinues in m.. 67 with thee adding of ddouble stops, and arrivess in the agonnic
This sensation con
ds from m. 68
6 to m. 72. Short burlessque eighth aand two
and sccreaming dissonant chord
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sixteen
nth notes retturns in m. 73
7 creating a brief mood of calmnesss, only to retuurn to two
beat of one group of five sixteeenth notes and
a nine thirtty second nootes, to land in another
final delirious
d
shout. A short burlesque
b
mo
otive returnss with a disap
appearing souund (see
Figuree 87).

Figuree 87: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. II, mm. 665-75.
The second
d movementt ends in a similar way too the first moovement, buut this time thhe
sound fades like a thought (seee Figure 88)).

o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, Mov
vement II, m
mm.75-79.
Figuree 88: Cordero
Third Movement: Allegro vigo
oroso
Allegro gio
ocoso (playfu
ful or humoro
ous)74 is the funniest andd final moveement of the
piece. The movem
ment is largelly organized
d in a classicaal rondo form
m: A B A B A. The blennd
of exteended techniique such as “col legno”” to be playedd behind thee bridge, whiile tapping thhe
instrum
ment with sp
pecific rhyth
hmic patternss. All this acction’s with your fingerss gives the
74
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O
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Septem
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piece a playful character. The movement is full of syncopated rhythms that could have been
taken from Panamanian folklore or other African or Latin-American origin. Cordero
manipulates the twelve-tone technique by using a number of members of specific rows
instead of using a full row. He also combines members from a single row with members
from a different rows. The organization of the third movement is described in Figure 89.
Allegro
Andante
Allegro
Andante
Tempo primo
giocoso
cantabile
m.1-70
m.71-91
m.92 -136
m.137-167
m.168-208
A
B
A
B
A
Figure 89: Structure of the third movement of the Soliloquio No. 6 for cello solo.
A diagram or the rows in color used on each matrix is shown in Figure 90, Figure
91, and Figure 92.
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Figure 90: Matrix 1 used in Cordero: Soliloquio No. 6 for Cello solo, third movement
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Figure 91: Matrix II used in Cordero: Soliloquio No. 6 for Cello solo, third movement.
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Figure 92: Matrix III used in Cordero: Soliloquio No. 6 for Cello solo, third movement.
The beginning of this movement recalls the traditional Panamanian folk dance
melodic rhythm called mejorana begins the piece. Figure 93 shows an example of a
traditional mejorana rhythm.
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Figuree 93: Ravel manuscript,
m
part
p of a mejjorana tune775.

The main theme
t
in the third movem
ment is preseented from m
mm. 1-15 wiith two
paralleel phrases th
hat are initiatted by the prrime row of tthe first mattrix PO (4, 5, 11, 2, 1, 8,
10, 9, 0, 6, 7, 3). The
T rhythm in
i 6/8, with metronome
m
m
marking of a dotted quarrter note =
BMP). Thereefore, it is faster than thee previous m
movements. T
The antecedeent melodic
132 (B
and rh
hythmic ideaa last from mm.
m 1-6 and the
t consequeent phrase iss from mm. 77-15. The
permu
utations R11, I8, and RI10 continue and
d end this seection on its last integer (see Figure
94).

Figuree 94: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. III, mm. 1-15.
The main melodic
m
phraase is presen
nted twice wiith two basicc ideas in mm
m. 16-17 and
mm. 20-22.
2
A con
ntrasting phraase follows from
f
mm. 266-35. The mejorana rhytthm takes
over th
he music, heere lengtheniing this part of the phrasse. What com
mes next is trransitional
75

Garay
y, Tradiciones y Cantares, 19
91.
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materiial cadencing
g in measuree 40. The fo
our bar transiition is varieed in staccatoo and paringg
of triplets rhythmss in playful ways
w
(see Figure 95).

Figuree 95: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. III, mm. 16-40.
The rhythm
m is built in 6/8
6 and is fo
ormed by thee grouping oof an eighth nnote, two
sixteen
nth notes and
d four eighth
h notes in on
ne measure ((see Figure 996). The passsage ends inn
m. 35 with a seriess of Punto rh
hythms, anotther traditionnal dance froom Panama in which a
rhythm
mic cell is sh
haped by an eighth
e
note followed
f
by a quarter noote. In mm. 336-39 there iis
passag
ge that conneects the perio
od “a” with period
p
“a’ ” in mm. 40-556. The mejoorana usuallly
makess this rhythm
m. The mejorrana is a smaall, short-neccked five-strring guitar of Panama. Itt is
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normaally made of cedar, with gut or nylon
n strings tuneed either e′––b–a–a′–d′ (bby 2) or e′–bb–
g–g′–d
d′ (by 6).76

7
Figuree 96: Mejora
ana rhythm.77

Period a, an
nd a’ beginss similarly with
w a close ccorrespondennce in a subttle contrastinng
materiial. The anteecedent in a’ begins in mm.
m 40-46 annd the conseqquent is from
m mm. 47-511.
There is an expanssion of the contrasting material
m
startiing in m. 477. The sectionn ends with a
osing materiaal of the intrroduction in mm. 13-15.
fragmeentation, usiing material from the clo
The co
onnecting paassage from mm. 54-56 shares
s
the saame permutaation RI2 (see Figure 97)).
The music
m
here is arrested by a fermata on
n the bar linee following tthe climax aat the end of m.
60.
The music restarts its journey in m.
m 57 using thhe mejoranaa rhythm. In mm. 57-70, a’
returns with two parallel
p
phrasses. In a’, thee antecedentt is from mm
m. 57-61 andd the

76
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conseq
quent follow
ws with fragm
ments taken from
f
the b s ection (mm.. 33-35) and in mm. (62-67). Measures
M
(68 – 70) are an
n expansion of the conseequent phrase and this seection
contin
nues preparin
ng us for the next new seection. Now
w, a new perm
mutation I8 ((0, 11, 5, 2, 33,
8, 6, 7,
7 4, 10, 9, 1)) is introduceed to the form
m of the pie ce and is useed to close thhe a’ sectionn
(see Figure 98).

o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. III, mm. 40-56.
Figuree 97: Cordero
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Figuree 98: Cordero
o: Soliloquio
o No. 6, mvm
mt. III, mm. 57-70.
The B secttion is what I would refer to as the Ta
Tamborito secction. The teempo markinng
is of a quarter notee = 84 (MBP
P). This entirre section givves a differeent texture annd feeling too
the com
mposition, as
a if a fast so
ong were to played
p
in a sslower tempoo. It has twoo contrastingg
phrasees where its rhythmic
r
celll is taken fro
om a Tamboorito cell: thee repetition oof the
sixteen
nth note followed by two
o eighth notees, and the ssixteenth andd two eighth are both
repeatted in their en
ntirety. Figu
ure 99 showss an examplee of a Panam
manian tamboorito song. A
similaarity in the rh
hythm in mm
m. 1-2 from Figure
F
98 wiith mm. 71-772 from Figuure 100 can be
noticed.

Figuree 99: Tamborito song78.

78

Garay
y, Tradiciones y Cantares, 15
53.
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The first ph
hrase is consstructed with
h the P0 from
m Matrix II aand covers thhe entire
dance from mm. 71-77.
7
The co
ontrasting ph
hrase in mm
m. 78-85 is orrganized witth the new
permu
utation R2 fro
om Matrix III.
Cordero orders the firsst phrase witth the prime row. To exppress continuuity in his
musicaal idea, in m.
m 79 he overrlaps the prim
me row withh the last inteeger 7 in the next row
even th
hough all the members of
o the prime row were ussed in the firrst beat of m
m. 78. There is
an exp
pansion of th
he contrastin
ng material frrom mm. 85-91, which sserves as a trransition to
the next section. This
T part end
ds with a repeetition of thee tamborito cell, using m
members of
the P0 of Matrix III (see Figuree 100).

Figuree 100: Cordeero: Soliloqu
uio No. 6, mv
vmt. III, mm
m.71- 91.
The (A) seection returnss with a perccussive charaacter using m
members of the P0 in
Matrix
x II. Once ag
gain Cordero
o ask for col legno below
w the bridge.. This creates a festive
color and
a texture (Figure
(
101)). Section A has two equual lengthier subsections due to their
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rhythm
mically identtical organizzation. The first
fi phrase iss introducedd in mm. 92-999, and the
contraasting phrasee from mm. 100
1 – 110. Here
H a new M
Matrix is intrroduced (P0: 4, 8, 7, 2, 1,
3, 11, 10, 0, 5, 9, 6)
6 in mm. 10
00-108. The parallel periiod it is repeeated in mm. 111-118 annd
n mm. 119-122.
also in

Figuree 101: Cordeero: Soliloqu
uio No. 6, mv
vmt. III, mm
m. 92-102.
After the addition
a
of th
he new perm
mutation in m
m. 100, and thhen in measuure 124
fourteeen measuress of two rhytthmic phrasees continue thhe transitionnal section. IIt redirects thhe
music to B section
n, the slowerr tamborito dance.
d
Here again the ceello is use as a percussivee
instrum
ment.
A unique feature
f
here is
i introduced
d through a ccombinationn of two diffe
ferent
permu
utations. Thiss creates a new musical line. For exaample in mm
m. 108-110, m
members off
permu
utation R0 fro
om Matrix 2: 7, 10, 2, 4, 6, 9, 0 are ccombined wiith memberss of the
permu
utation I0 in mm.
m 120-131.
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The permu
utation I8 (0, 11, 5, 2, 3, 8,
8 6, 7, 4, 100, 9, 1) is intrroduced in thhe
constrruction of thee piece and is
i used to serrve as closurre to the (a’)) section (seee Figure 1022).

Figuree 102: Cordeero: Soliloqu
uio No. 6, mv
vmt. III, mm
m. 103-136.
The B secttion returns in
i mm 137-1
167 to the tam
mborito secttion and withh identical
tempo
o marking off quarter notee = 84 (MBP
P). The first pphrase in thiis tamborito, is
constrructed with members
m
of I0 and P0 fro
om the Matriix II. The seccond phrase is from mm
m.
145-16
67 and is elaaborated by two
t basic rhythmic ideass (see Figuree 103). The rrhythmic ideea
is expaanded by a sixteenth
s
notte followed by
b two eightt notes F#, E and D. Thee eighth notee is
follow
wed by a quarrter further extending
e
th
he phrase. Thhe music slow
ws with the markings off
poco rallentando,
r
diminuendo
o and pianisssimo. It is obbvious the ennd is near (seee Figure
95

103). The
T last inteeger (7) of th
he prime row
w in m. 167 hhelps link thee B section tto the
recapitulation or final
fi dance of the movem
ment.

Figuree 103: Cordeero: Soliloqu
uio No. 6, mv
vmt. III, mm
m. 137-167.
The recapitulation of th
he final dancce is extrapoolated from ppermutation P2 from
Matrix
x II and R11 from
f
Matrix
x I. We have reach the hiighest point of the moveement. By
repeatting the integer (7) two octave
o
higheer he creates even more iinterest in thhis integer.
The esssence of thiis section con
ntinues in th
he same mannner until thee transition ppassage arrivves
in m. 185.
1 The firsst part of thee phrase is frrom mm. 1733-174 and thhe contrastinng second paart
is from
m mm. 175-1
184 (see Figu
ure 104).
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Figuree 104: Cordeero: Soliloqu
uio No. 6, mv
vmt. III, mm
m. 168-184.
Fragments of Cordero’’s introductio
on serve as a transitionaal passage to the closing
section
n. In the first transitional phrase, Cordero again introduces a hexachord from the
permu
utation P5 in mm. 185-18
86 and anoth
her hexachorrd from the ppermutation P3 in mm.
187-18
88, both from
m Matrix I. The
T contrastting phrase ((mm. 189-1992) of the traansition
returns with the prrime row of Matrix I unttil closing inn m. 193. Thee climax herre (mm. 1933h the repetitio
on of doublee stops and a 3-2 “salsa cclave” rhythm
m from mm.
201) iss heard with
195-19
98. Here a descending
d
sy
yncopated rh
hythmic linee leads to m. 201. Unexppectedly, in m
m.
199, Cordero
C
alterrs the use of the entire ro
ow by omittiing the integer 5 of the R
RI2 and
insertiing the integer 0. He exteends this ideea with the ccombination of two diffeerent
hexach
hords, and members
m
of two
t differentt permutatio ns. Astutelyy, he links tw
wo
permu
utations P7 (1
11, 0, 6, 9, 8, 3) and I8 (3
3, 8, 7, 6, 4, 10, 9, 1) by using integeer 3 as the
comm
mon note betw
ween the two
o hexachordss in mm. 1999-200.
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The final melody
m
follow
ws in m. 202
2 with the trransition of ppermutation I8 to the prim
me
row off Matrix I. He
H is thereforre finishing this
t piece w
with the identtical row fouund in the
beginn
ning of the entire
e
work. Even
E
though
h he used thee same tone rrow as in thee beginning of
the wo
ork, characteer all togetheer is differen
nt here in thiss giocoso moovement (see Figure105).

Figuree 105: Cordeero: Soliloqu
uio No. 6, mv
vmt. III, mm
m. 185-205.
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Conclusion
This thesis presented a formal analysis of Cordero’s Soliloquio No. 6 and Sonata for
Cello and Piano and the historical perception of several aspects of his compositional style.
This formal analysis complemented the performance of both “Sonata” and “Soliloquio” in a
recital at Louisiana State University in the Spring of 2014. Theoretically, as well as
performance-wise, I found both pieces enormously interesting and challenging. Perhaps the
Sonata for Cello and Piano is slightly more technically demanding than the Soliloquio No.
6. The Soliloquio he added technical difficulty of performing complex Latin America
rhythm. By thoroughly studying and analyzing this music, I was able to observe Cordero’s
creative genius and complex intellect. His skills at blending different rhythmic patterns of
Panamanian and Latin American rhythms with creative use of dodecaphonic technique are
unique. His innovative use of three different matrixes in one piece distinguishes him from
other composers of his time. He fuses these native Latin American elements with serial
technique in a way no one else has done before. Understanding the organization of his
music was crucial for the performance of these pieces.
Furthermore, in the process of studying these pieces, I was able to learn more about
the boundless possibilities of combining twelve-tone technique with any type of rhythm
and I was inspired by the richness of the Panamanian folk rhythms and tunes. My objective
for this research was to help others interested in Cordero’s work to better understand his
music, particularly these cello works. Personally, I found great joy and excitement in
learning both pieces. I felt honored to have this responsibility and I hope to perform more
of his music and to continue to disseminate his valuable output as Panama most prolific and
important composer to date.
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